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TROOPS REMOVED FROM VERA

Kaiser's Forces, Alter a Hard Fight, Take Dixmude
rp
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KINO GEORGE'S

IN FRANCE AND BELGIUM AT
ONCE

TODAY'S DEVELOPMENTS
'

REQUEST IS

BEATEN IN EAST

ORJE

The German, war machine has battered its way into the Belgian
town of Dixmude.
Today's official French statement contains the ad- mission that t hie allies were obliged to fall back froin this point of
vantage in, the great battle for possession of the eastern shore of the
English channel. As an offset, the French war office states that the

FORCOIN
HE ASKS

Russian Advance in Galicia and East Prussia Assumes Dangerous Proportions

TO PRO'
PARLIAMENT
VIDE MONEY TO FINANCE
THE WAR

MAKES SPEECH FROM
London Nov. 11 The hundredth fighting was resumed yesterday mornNieu-por- t
day of the- war, which engages virtual- ing with great severity between
and
The
forces
the
French
to
resect
in
Lys.
ly half the world, both
land area and population, finds the generally were successful in maintainTeutonic allies on the defensive, ac- ing their front, but it is admitted that
cording to opinion expressed today by the Germans toward the end of the
the English 3tudents of the situation day succeeded in taking possession of
at least temporarily, in both the main Dixmude.
The British troops are declared as
areas of hostilities. This role is perhaps more pronounced in the eastern having repulsed the enemy at several
field of operations, where the Ger- points. At other points on the line
mans have been thrown well back be- the French claim slight progress.
Official Statement
hind their own frontier lines at sevThe text of the statement follows:
eral points in east Prussia, than in the
"On our left wing the fighting was
westerns field, where, although the
successes of the past two weeks have resumed yesterday morning between
enabled the forcesi of Great Britain, Nieuport and the Lys with very great
France and Belgium to Inaugurate a degree of severity. Generally speakvigorous offensive, the Germans are ing our front Was maintained in spite
still disputing every foot of ground of the violence and the strength of the
with bloody
against
fighting, German attacks directed
which is proving more deadly than has our points of support. .
"On the north of Nieport we were
any previous phase of thi3 most sanevea able to occupy Lomaertzyde and
guinary war.
The names of some towns and vil- advance beyond this town, but toward
lages occurring with monotonous reg- the end of the day the Germans sucularity day after day in the official ceeded ia taking possession ot Dixreports shows how stubborn has been mude. We still hold our position on
the struggle in the country centering the approaches to this; town, along the
canal fmm Nieuport to Ypres, which
around Ypres.
In this land the opposing armies has been firmly occupied. The fighthave burrowed until it has become a ing was very hot at these places.
British Were Game
veritable human rabbit warren.
"The British troops, attacked also
Germany Wants Peace
The unconfirmed report of renewed at several prints, succeeded every- tentative proposals for peace on the where in stopping the enemy.
part of Germany with the purpose of "On the rest of the front the gendetaching Russia from the other al- eral situation shows no change, with
lies, as Germany is believed previous- the exception of slight progress by
ly to have tried to detach France, is our forces to the north of Soissons and
accepted in London as an indication in the region to the west of Vailly on
that Germany is becoming aware of Ithe right ban;t of the Aisne. Outside
n
the difficulties of the task she has unr jof these points, the state of the
in prosecuting an offensive er permitted only minor engagements,
warfare against foes on two fronts, which resulted successfully for us.
and the supposed failure of the over Particularly at Coincourt, three
if any have actually been, made, meters north of the forest of Parroy,
routed a detachment of the , en- is coupled with the continual move-'w- e
ment to the east of German troops emy
from Belgium..,..,
,,.
Turks are Successful
Defensive Role Next
Nov. 11 (By wireless) The
not
London
think
it
Berlin,
men
in
Military
improbable that unless the battle be-- Turks are meeting witlr considerable
ing fought at Ypres or further south success in their operations in the Cau
takes an early turn in, their favor, th casus and on the Egyptian frontier,
Germans will fall back to the prepar- according to official announcement
ed line stretching from Zcbrugge to made by the Turkish government and
the Meuse, and assume a purely de-- : given out in Berlin. They have
role In the tranches along this cupied Shelzar El Aris, and taken four
d
line, which have been so well strength-- , field guns from the enemy. The
and the approaches to which are sians in the Caucasus have been forego
thoroughly protected by welt ed to retire to their second line of
DoBtprt artillerv that they could be, defense,
Russian Battalion Routed
taken only after a long siege.
Included In the information given
. This course, it is suggested, would
enable the Germans to detach forces
from the western arena to meet the quarters is the following:
"The rout of a Russian battalion
Muscovite invaders in east Prussia
and Posen, and also to lend a hand near Koniii (33 miles northeast of
to the Austrian allies. The Austrian Kallsiz in Russian Poland) by a
it seems today, have been cut.tachment of German cavalry appears
off from contact with the German to have been thorough, and while this
forces by the wedge pushed forward engagement is without great Import-b- y
the Russian commanders.
ance, it shows the offensive spirit of
It is to be judged from the forego- - the German troops. No other news
in.g summary of the war situation that has been received from the eastern
liOndon had not, tip to an. early hour arena.
this afternoon, received from Paris
Rusian Troops Moving
official announcement setting forth! "Special dispatches received from
that the Germans were in possession, Czernowitz In Bukowina report lm-o- f
Dixmude.
portant movements of Russian troops
are taking place In Beszarabia and
French not Downhearted
east Galicia, apparently Inspired by
Paris, Nov. 11. The French official
(statement this nfternoon says that the
(Continued on Pag Five)
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ARE
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Both Carranza and Gutierrez Have Pro
mised Not to Molest American

Sympathizers

ALLIES MUST WIN

TEUTONIC

VILL ORDER

THOSE

DECLARES THE ARMY AND NAVY
ARE LIVING UP TO THEIR
TRADITIONS

THE

SCENE

IS SOMBRE

GRIEF OVER ARISTOCRATS

ONE
KILL-

ED IN BATTLE MAKES MOURNING PREVAIL

allies' forces have advanced along the North sea coast, pushing back
the Germans ajiid taking Loinbaertzyde, a small Belgian town, a few
"
miles northeast, of Nieuport.
The warring nations awaited with keen suspense the outcome of
the struggle in' Belgium, which for the moment overshadows the con- flicts on the many other fields of battle. From no other point came
The capture of Dixmude
reports of importance in the situation.
was the first indication that the new attack of the Germans as thdr
supreme effort 'as probably marking a turning point in the war, had
brought definite results. Between Dixmude and Ypres, which lies to
the south close; to the French border, the fighting has been most in- tense since ths Germans elected at the opening of the week to bein
the new onslaught with the help of their reinforcements
of fresh
troops and new artillery.
On October 13 during the advance on Oatend, the Germans occu- pied Dixmude, but later were compelled, to fall back. The allies gain- ed possession, of the town temporarily, but their presence there was
challenged repeatedly by the Germans, resulting ia some of the most
important and sanguinary fighting of the war. Whether the German
victory will exert an important influence on the outcome is not as
yet disclosed.
war
Along the remainder of the baltleline, says the French
office, there is o change except for slight progress by the allies at a
few points.
The Berlin'-ioof the situation, however, is optimistic. Com- meat ia. mate iV5ba-,.usof,
exceeding:.. ood .offense
recently concerning the fighting in the west being the first occasion
on which such terms have been employed in this connection.
Paris is also hopeful as to the outcome in Belgium. Military
critics there take the view, that the Germans re faced with the im-perative necessity of defeating the allies in order that they may turn
their attention to the menacing armies of Russia,
The German crown prince is reported to have been, placed in su- preme command of the German and Austrian forces in the east
Petrograd contradicts the German claim of an important viotory along
the northern border, asserting that a brilliant success has been won
there and that the Russians have begun an invasion of east Prussia.
On the southern end of the line Cossacks are approaching
Cracow,
were
while the investment of Ptzemysl, from which the Russians
swept back several weeks ago, is said to have been completed for a
second time.
Few flwtails of the fightine in the east are permitted to reach the
outside world. It is said, however, that the Russians ar miioying
new tactics, placing their main reliance " huge bodies of infantry
rather than on their cavalry. Withe disregard of the German artit
lery, solid masses of troops are tlimst against the positions of the
enemy, leading to hand to hand fighting of a most desperate nature.
There were further indications today that the T'""ks were offering
determined resistance to the Russian advance. An official Turkish
statement laid claim to success In operations in the Caucasus as
'
j
well as on the Egyptian frontier.
The Turks announced also that they had occupied! a fortified po- near the
sition, at El Arish, Egypt, a point on the Mediterranean
boundary of Egypt and Palestine1.
Heavy fighting continues on Servian soil. The Austrian govern- ment announced that its forces had made several important ad- vances, repulsing the enemy and capturing many prisoners.
Japan is celebrating the fall of Tsing Tan with an enormous
demonstration in Toklo. In recognition of the heroic defense of the
Germans the governor of Tslng Tan was permitted to retain his
sword and maintain a soldier's honors. A similiar tribute to gal- lan try was paid by the British admiralty, which gave direction that
all honors of war be accorded to the survivors of the German cruis- ! er Emden.

London, Nov. 11. Londoners, who
recently have been deprived of all
spectacular incidents, today thronged
the route, of the royal procession to
Westminster
Palace, where King
George opened jparliament and a wave
of patriotic cheering followed the king
and queen from the start to the finish
of their drive.
Their majesties rode in a less con
spicuous state levee carriage, drawn
by six black horses, instead of the
heretofore
gold and glass chariot
used.
The scene within the house of lords
was hardly so picturesque as usual.
The court is in mourning tor Prince
Maurice of Battenberg, and large numbers of aristocrats who customarily
fill the upper chambers on these occasions are now mourning for husbands and sons fallen in the war,
while sombre khaki to a large extent
displaces the brilliant military uniforms usually present.
In a speech from the throne at the
opening of parliament today, King
George said:
"My lords and gentlemen: The energies and sympathies of my subjects
in every, art of the empire are concentrated on the prosecution to a
issue Df the war in which we
are engaged. I have summoned you
now, in order that, sharing as I am
aware you do, my conviction that this
is a duty of paramount and supreme
importance, you should take whatever
step are needed for its adequate discharge.
"Since I last addressed you, the area
of the war has been enlarged by the
participation in the the struggle of the
Ottoman empire. In conjunction with
my allies and in spite of repeated and
continuous provocations, I strove to
preserve in regard to Turkey a friend- HAHY CHANGES WILL
ly neutrality. Bad councils and alien
influence have driven her into a- polOCCUR J?Ji BASEBALL
icy of wanton and ; defiant aggression,
and a state cf war now exists between us. My Mussulman subjects
SHIFTS PROPOSED
NUMEROUS
jknow well that our rupture with Tur-jkeIN MEMBERSHIP OF MINOR
has been forced upon me against
v
LEAGUES
my will, and I recognize with appreciation and gratitude the proofs which
Omaha, Neb., Nov. 11. !t appeared
they have hastened to give of their
today probable that the makeup of at
loyal devotion and support
least four leagues of the National AsTraditions Maintained
sociation of Professional Baseball
isim
continue Clubs would be changed next season.
navy"My army
Three Eye
throughout the area of conflict to The Springfield club of the
maintain In full measure their glo- league hasi been transferred to Rock
rious traditions. We watch and follow Island, The Central league will have
their steadfastness and valor with eight clubs, if the present plans' carry,
thankfulness and pride, and there is but the new cities have not been dethroughout my empire a fixed deter- cided upon.
The St. Paul franchise in the Amer
mination to secure at whatever sacrifice the triumph of our arms and vin- ican association probably will be
transferred to Chicago, and St Paul
dication of our cause.
will plaiy in the Western ,loa-ue- ,
sap- j
(Continued on page Four)
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Convention at Aguas Calientes Denounces Carranza for Refusing
to Give Up His Office o Its Appointee and for His Refusal
to Declare Its Power in Mexico is Supreme-- - Battle at
Naco is Resumed With Heavier Artillery
Washington , Nov. 11. American
troops probably will he ordered out ot
Vera Cruz soon, leaving the Mexican
factions to sette their own differen
ces, as a result of the recent developments, which have brought the guar
antees the Washington government de-

Colonel Hatfield

that what he was doing was a defensive movement and
not au attack.
Carranza Branded "Rebel"
--

El Paso, Tex., Nov. 11. A
telegraia
from Aguas Calientes says that at a

manded.

meeting of the convention last night
Carranza's promises not to
General Carranza was branded a rebel,
customs dues collected by American
General Panf slo Nat era, a vice pres
officials) during the occupation, and to ident of the convention, rose and deprotect nativos who have served Bri- clared that the deposed "first chief"
gadier General Funston probably will should be considered a rebel because
be accepted as sufficient.
the alloted time had expired for him
Similar pledges from Gutierrez, the to recognize the
sovereKnty of the as
new provisional president, have been sembly of chieftains. His
remark was
recognized. The American officials greeted with applause and cries of
have collected several millions In cus- "Viva la Convencion," said the
report.
toms dues which are to be turned ov-Natera had been considered one of
er to the Mexican government. That Carranza's strongest
siipporters Bince
fact is taken by many officials as a his appointment as chief of a
newly
guarantee that the Washington gov- - created zone had precipitated the Cs
ernment's emands will be complied ranza-Vill- a
estrangement some month i
with.
!ago. No exDlanation of rmnM'C
(present position, or Intentions can;
Amnesty Is Granted
,
Cobles of Carrariiii's decree wwe ie- - today from his agents here.
ceived today by the state department.
Americans Suspicious
It grants' amnesty to all Mexicans who
Naco, Ariz., Nov. il. With several
served the American government In
reward for their patriotic spirit In re- of his 75 millmetor field pieces placed
jecting the protection of the United at a range of 3,000 yards, Governor
Slates and trusting to the justice of Maytorena reopened his artillery fire
on the Carranza garrison at Naco,
' the Mexican government.
shortly before noon today. Th
No Refuge for Clergy
garrison
replied but their bullets fell
said
is
about
for
protection
Nothing
nuns and priests who took refuge in short. At the same time yesterday
Vera Cruz. Oral assurances, however, Yaqui Indians were seen moving into
have been given that they would not positions around the town for aa atbe harmed and the general opinion tack which agents of Maytorena deis that the Washington government clared would be made, tonight
Maytorena promised Colonel Hatwill not argue that question further.
The understanding among officials is field, commanding the American borthat President Wilson is willing to der paltrol, that he would give two
withdraw the American forces, espe hours' notice of attack but Hatfield,
upon that, sent hia
cially in view of the fact a conflict of not dependingVilla and Carranza troops in that vic men into position on the border lino.
inity might raise further embarrassing
Train Service Stops
and delicate questions for the United
Laredo, Tex., Nov. 11. Train serv-States.
The American troops will be with- - ice frm here to Mexico City was Bus- drawn on the ground that the Aguas pended today. Disturbed conditions
Calientes convention ordertd Carran - ;near Mexico Oily were believed to bo
Service as far south as
za to issue the decree which he has tne ea6e.
!
how proclaimed and all factions are .Monterey and SaltUlo will continue.
agreed to support the conditions set
AN IMPORTANT MAN
forth by the United States as a preto
evacuation.
requisite
Boise, Idaho; Nov, "11, Whether the
me impression prevails in m an v republicans will control the Idaho
quarters that the United States will house or the one progressive member
await the determination of which is will hold the balance of power is to
the executive of Mexico General Car- - be decided by lot when the state
or General Gutierrez before
passing board meets November 24. It
Latah county the republican and dein- delivering the funds.
Brigadier General Funston, with the ocratio candidates for representative
troops of the Fifth brigade and the each received 1,945 votes. Th eta!
remaining, has about law provides that tie votes shftJl bo
8,500 men at Vera Cruz.
The eva- - 'declared by the casting of lois. If
TO AS
ouation would take a week after the the republicans gain the Latah county
order Is given, for time to move army 'member they will, have 31 members
28 democrats and one progressive,
transports and possibly charter mer-t-o
'PEBTGBjTJOESTIOjiS chant
s
vessels. The Fifth brigade If, however, tha seat goes to the
may return, to Galveston and ocratio candidate, the republicans will
WILL CALL THE ENGLISH MINISthe marine regiments probably will be have 30 members and the democrats
TERS TO ACCOUNT FOR
distributed to the Caiantanamo camp 29, giving the one progressive the bal- WAR MISTAKES
and other stations.
ance of power in the shaping of legisat Naco
lation.
Fighting
11. King
Nov.
London,
George
Events at Naco have moved with
opened today what probably will prove "unexepected rapidity,"
EXPORTS ARE LARGER
according to
to be a purely war session of parlia- a
report to the war department today . Washington, Not. 11. Experts at
ment No controversial political ques- from
Brigadier General Bliss. Secre-tar- ten principal American ports for tha
tion will be deliberated, but this does
Garrison summarized the situa- week ending November
t!;
not mean that entire harmony will tion in thia
statement:
more than $10,000,000, th
imports
by
for
the
will
cabinet
ministers
prevail,
"There was heavy fire all yeater- - department of commerce annoHno
be asked some pertinent and uncom
day afternoon which Colon
Hatfield today, although there were but fi
fortable questions about thtir conduct
Interprets as an effort on the part of business days that week because-Generaof various phases of the war.
Hill's forces to prevent Gen- - elections.
eral Maytorena from getting into posl-- l The imports totalled'
9
The Northern league has two changes Uon for attack. At 6:45 o'clock three
the exports were $2f?,fi45.7r,7. mxt
in view, Winona and Winnipeg. These guns
r 1,rT .....
- -- firing shrapnel opened from the
.,v-Hi 1.UW Jl 1
11.
.1
v"a"TO V.
win uuc oe.aKt and two from the southwest and United Sf.tea fit tm-if- c
'
" " continued finnp until dark on Hill's tlan.
.
J3or
(Continued on Pn? Five)
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DAUGHTERS MEETj
Savannah, Ga, Nov. 11. The flower
of southern womanhood was represented today by a record gathering of
the United Daughters of the Confed
eracy and from every city and town
in the south, as well as from chapters
iu Mexico City and Boston, the fair

RAILV' OPTIC.

'
FREE PICTURE SHOW
Commencing on Sunday night at
8: 30 o'clock and continuing for four

CONFEDERACY
Le j VoijLoadingjStoro

&.$(xsmwtm6 Son
SoutUSidoPlaja

Mi

EataUishod

PSi j

delegates came with enthusiasm.
The annual general convention was
opened this morning with brilliant exercises, Governor Slaton aud Mayor
Davant welcoming the Daughters to
thfe city. The annual address of the
president general was heard, and the
delegates listened tp the reports from
the various states.
The roost Interesting new feature
of the convention was the "baby chap
ter," which sent from Boston an en
couraging report of the work of the
southern women in Boston for the cor
rection of the famous "ether monu
ment" on Bosion common, so that the
credit for the actual discovery of the
anaesthetic properties of ether would
be accorded to a southern doctor,
Crawford W. Long of Georgia. The
Boston chapter expects to accomplish
this, despite ail opposition.
Incidental to the regular convention
the Daughters are celebrating the
twentieth birthday of the organization.
For it was in September, 1894, at
Nashville that the United Daughters
was formed. From that meeting the
ranks have grown. until today there
are 100,000 members, all actively in
forested In the great work which the
southern women have undertaken
The r,ccomn!i3hments of the United
Daughters is- reviewed with delight,
not only by the members but by al
southerners.
The convention will occupy four
days and will consider a huge plan
for work during the coming year.
Many social affairs have been planned
and the first of these will be a recep
tion tonight by the officers to the vis
iting delegates.
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Oregon City Wool

Blankets

1

for three generations. Made in the
America's great wool producing section,
Oregon fleece. Made with beautiful
in plaids and In pure white. Our prices

heart of
of finest
borders,
are very

moderate.

and Bedding store is
to
your Winter needs.
supply
ready
The Blanket

Readyto-Wea-

Sale

r

,

Full and Winter Suits, Wool and Silk Dresses (evenconing drosses not included) Millinery and Children's Hats, will
tinue all this week. Remarkable savings in these lines for all.

of Women's
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AGAINST BIG
GUNS
THE ALLIES, WITH

DUMMY
MAKE
GERMANS
WASTE AMMUNITION

CAN-NON-

London, Nov. 11. Modern fighting
strategy, at first rather helpless before the aerial and artillery factors,
is beginning fo adapt itself to the
new conditions and along the great
Aisne battle front many fertile brains
have been busy devising schemes to
meet these problems. Probably the
most useful work of the aeroplane has
been the location of 'positions and
consequent direction of artillery fire
often resulting in terrible losses to
the attacked army.
According to a distinguished London surgeon, now serving as a volunteer in the army medical corps, the
British troops have become adepts at
building dummy trenches to attract
the enemy's fire. These trenches are
thrown up with great fidelity and
dummy figures and guns are left in
them patiently awaiting the German
aeroplane scouts. Believing he has dis
covered a new position the aviator
signals to the nearest German battery
and a storm of shells fall upon the
tinoccupled trenches. It Is usually on
ly after a great waste of valuable
ammunition that the trick is discovered.

It's For One Thing Only and
East Las Vegas People Appreciate This.

Because

The surgeon who has Just returned
fiom the front reports tflat contrary
to the usual belief the trenches are
not very wet, but he believes that
with the coming of the heavy winter
rains conditions along the Aisne will
The tension is albecome terrible.
ready so great that many have reached the snapping; point until the Insane ward at Netley is filled with of
ficers and soldiers who have lost
their reason when disease is added
to the terror of battle.
One of the optimistic features of the
situation is an Improvement in the
transport of the wounded from the
battle front to hospitals in England.
Two weeks ago it often took as long
as three weeka to get the wounded
from the scene of the fighting to
Southampton and now the same trip
Is made in from three to four days.
This speeding up has resulted In a
great acceleration In the recovery of
the dangerously wounded, for they
reach, the hospitals within the pe
riod of infection.
King

-

Plays TenniB

Stockholm, Nov. 31. King Gustav,
who just after the political crisis in
February was very ill 'and was operated, upon for a stomach malady, Is
now enjoying good health and seems
to be stronger than anybody would
have expected. The king plays lawn
tennis- on the covered courts in Stockholm nearly every day for an hour,
and nearly always against some
crack players whom he is able to give
a bard ;ame.

SPRINGER'S GIFT
Santa Fe, Nov. 11. After urgent requests, Frank Springer has at last
permitted It to be known that he Is
the donor to the Museum of New
Mexico of the collection of Babylonian
clay tablets from the Yale University,
some of them 4,500 years old and Including Temple records from the time
of Abraham. It is only one of many
benefactions which the stale and the
museum has owes to the generosity
of Mr. Springer.

Nothing can be good for everything.
Doing one thing well brings suc
cess.
Doan s Kidney Pills are for one
thing only.
For weak or dlsordred kidneys.
Here Is East Las Vegas evidence to
prove their worth.
Fritz Sena, 1205 Twelfth street, East
Las Vegas, says: "I had backache
constantly for several weeks. In the
morning when I got up, 1 suffered
terribly from palna over my kidneys.
Exercise brought some relief, but
didn't rid me of the trouble. The kidney secretions bothered me, too. Hearing so much said In praise or Doan's
Kidney Pills, I got a box. After I
had taken a few doses, I could see a
change for the better. It didn't require
more than one box to make a cure.
I have been free from kidney trouble
ever since."
Price 50c, at all dealers. Don't sim- ply ask for a kidney remedy get
Doan's Kidney Pills the same that
Foster-Milbur- n
Mr. Sena had.
Co,
Props., Buffalo, N. Y. Adv.
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to KEARNEY MONUMENT DEDICATED
It is Nature's wonderful contribution
our necessities. It Is wonderful because It
monu11.
Nov.
The
Washington,
can not be Imitated; can not be made any
ment erected? to the memory of Genother way than to assemble mature s products and produce what a host ol men know eral Phil Kearney wa dedicated in
classic hairdress of the ureeKS
8. S. a., the world s greatest memciue.
A big del- THE
no extolling of its beauty.
There are people everywhere that had an Arlington cemetery today.
oes without saying. It reap- nld sore or ulcer that detled all the salves egation of Grand Army officials at- That
each time to com
And yet S. S. S. taken into tne tended and a.
known.
special train brought neara nerennially.
blood Just naturally put Into that old sore
ou- - admiration.
Fair women of
mand
the elements that made new tissue, new representatives of the state and of thte
and adapt it to their
it
adopt
today
of
new
It
a
with
coating
A.
covered
G.
R.
New
and
ar
from
The
flesh,
Jersey.
reauirements.
They will look long
Get a bottle of S. S. S.
healthy skin.
on the way rangements were made by Charles F. before they discover anything in coif
today of any druggest and be
But beware of Hopkins, chairman of the commission fures so beautiful and so dignified.
to perfect blood health.
substitutes. For special advice consult the appointed by the governor of New
But the classic coiffure is not for
medical department, Tha Swift Specific Co.,
It is free Jersey to remove the remains to everyone, although it comes as near
r.rs Swift Bllc., Atlanta, Ga.
and has helped a multitude.
Washington and superintend the con- to being universally becoming as any
struction of the memorial.' The re- so far discovered. It requires a cer-

HELP FOR BELGIANS
Santa Fe, Nov. 11. Although Santa
Fe has already sent several hundred
dollars to the Red Cross for European
relief, and although the city must
meet a grave problem in, providing for
its own poor, yet the members of the
Woman's club today raised several
hundred dollars for the Belgian relief
fund. Various committees visited dif
ferent sections of the city and tagged
those who came across with eontri
buttons. The falct that some individual contributions ran as high as $50
was especially gratitfying. The pub
lie schools again chipped in as they
did for the Red Cross and so did the
church members who had already
given splendidly for the Red Cross
In the afternoon the motion
work.
picture houses, drug stores and other
business men divided their profits
with the Belgian Bufferers.
Young
women in costumes of various nations
posed in living pictures in the theaters
for the benefit of the fund and Santa
Fe again demonstratedthat when the
cry f real need corffes It gives
promptly and generously.
BIG

BARN BURNS

Santa Fe, Nov. 11. Word comes
from Canutillo that the barn of Humboldt Cassad, the well known Mesilla
valley rancher and college professor,
was destroyed by fire together with
400 bales of alfalfa hay, inflicting a
loss of f G,000, the Insurance being
3,300.
The bain was one of the
largest and most modern in New
Mexico.
The fire is attributed to
spontaneous combustion.

ments for the coming year.

Here
discouraged and despondent.
are a few words of hope and cheer
for them by Mrs. Blanche Bowers, Indiana, Pa. "For years my digestion
was so poor that I could not eat the
I tried everyithting
lightest foods.
that I heard of to get relief, but not
until about a year ago when I saw
Chamberlain's Tablets advertised and
got a bottle of them, did I find the
right treatment. I soon began to improve, and since taking a few bottles
of them my digestion is fine." For
sale by all dealers. Adv.

a New Coiffure

oar-ve-

GATHERINGS

Despondency Due to Indigestion
It Is not at all surprising that persons w o have Indigestion become

A Classic and

Its! I tiri

When your rood does not digest
well and you feel "blue," tired and
Hutchinson, Kan., Nov). 11. The discouraged, you should use a little
Kansas State County Clerks' associa- HERBINE at bedtime. It
opens the
tion opened It3 convention here tobowels, purifies the system and
day, and at ibe same time the Kana fine feeling of health and ensas Good Eoads association met to disPrice BOc. Sold by Centra!
ergy.
cuss the program for road ImproveDrug Co. Adv.
TWO

Another favorite device is the in
vention of a British signaller where
by a heliograph can be operated at
a distance of two miles by means of
a telegraph wire. This heliograph be
gins to send out messages purporting
to emanate from headquarters staff
and believing they have located the
brains of the British army the German artillery devotes its attention to
he spot marked by the flashes from
the heliograph. Sometimes the hello-- SUFFAGI3TS DON WAR PAINT
graph is destroyed, but usually the
THROBBING
OR
Nashville,
Tenu., Nov. 11. Rumors
ceases
th
work when
fire
operator
of an Impending battle in the conven
becomes so heavy that no staff Jn its
senses would remain in the vicinity.
VIOLENT HEADACHE tion of the National American Woman
A new appartus Is set tip In some poSuffrage association, which opens
here tomorrow, grow apace on the eve
sitions where the staff would be likely to remove should it be driven Don't Suffer! Get a 10 Cent Package of the convention. The fight will cen
of Dr. James1 Headache
ter over the admission of the Con
from the firat selected place.
Powder
the
front where the opposgressional Union to membership, and
Among
the report of Mrs. Medill McCormack
ing trenches are within a few hun
You take a Dr. James' Headache on the congressional situation will be
dred yards of each other the allies
have devised a system of tormenting Powder and in just a few moments the signal for hostilities, It Is said
the enemy by keeping them awake your head clears and all neuralgia and today.
nt ni;;M. Regular skirmish details pain fades alway. It's the quickest
are selected each night and In a thin and surest relief for headache, wheth BRITISH PARLIAMENT CONVENES
:;liini)iph line they advance as close er dull, throbbing, splitting or nerve- London, Nov. 11. The financing of
as possible and pour in a rattling Are. racking. Send someone to the drug the war Is the most Important measThe response is almost instant and store and get a dime package now. ure to come Immediately before the
in such volume as to indicate that the Quit suffering it's so needless. Be British parliament, which convened toOrmans believe a general attack ls'suro 'ou get Dr. James' Headache day. That tha plan will provide for a
Several times during the Powders then there will be no disap-- long drawn out struggle and extensive
ginning.
levies is conceded by the members.
li'uiit ttifSfl tactic are repeated.
pointment.

DIM,

4mm H

nights Pastor Russell's photo-dram- a
of Creation will be shown free at the
Browne theater each night after the
Nature's Willing Workers are regular (show. This is the most gorgeous moving picture production ever
Always at Your
shown in New Mexico, consisting of
Service.
Bible storks in beautiful colors, also
showing conditions in heathen lands,
China, Japan and India. This exhibition is given under the auspices' of
the International Bible Students' as
sociation of London, atid BrooWyn, and
as its policy is to charge no admission
nor take any collections the people of
Las Vegas are invited to see this pro
duction "without money and without
price."
Following the regular show
worse
or
bolls
l
eczema, plmplcn,
If it
on
mentioned the doors of
B.
the
dates
tne
S.
iamons
Is
S.,
your safeguard
blood purifier. It Is always lined up to the Browne theater will be thrown
attack diseased blood. And It always does
It does the work after disap- open to the public free. The managethe work.
after alleged specialists, mer- ment of this theater has consented to
pointment,
cury, Iodides, strychnine, arsenic and other
to the extent of placing the
destructive drugs that bave reapea a
of mistakes and left a host of Invalids house at the disposal of 'he "Creation"
8. S. 8.
guessing as to what Is to come.
management for that time.
or

WHY IT SUCCEEDS

This is your harvest from a Biinklssed fall, leaving us overstockCome.
ed in these linee

4Viu-

MIRABAL IS SLOW

mains of General Kearney were in
terred in Trinity church yard, New
York, September 6, 1862, and were
removed to Washington in April, 1912,
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tain "balance" in the face of the
wearer. Certain types require more
piquant arrangements. However, it is
worth while to experiment with the
Greek coiffure and to use it occasion
ally by way of variety and to match
up with correspondingly beautiful and

dignified gowning.
To dress the hair as shown in the
picture Is not difficult if the hair is
It must be
Best tning for constipation, sour in the right condition,
stomach, lazy liver and sluggish how fluffy. This can be managed, if the
els. Stops a sick headache almost at hair is perfectly clean, by dampening
It in small,
once. Gives a most thorough and sat it sliehtly and braiding
it by some
or
braids
crimping
isfactory flushing no pain, no nau- tight
other means.
sea. Keeps your system
cleansed.
The front hair is parted off, while
sweet and wholesome.
Ask for Cit the back is brought up to the crown
rolax. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross and tied to hold it there. The front
hair is then combed back, and rinned
Drug Store. Adv.
at the sides and on top near the
crown. The bands are then adjusted
ROADS PLAN CONSOLIDATION
head to hold the front hair
11.
Nov.
Toronto, Ontario,
Officials about the In the
in place.
picture given here
of the Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo
the hack hair is shown rolled into
railroad met here today with officials
long puffs and pinned down in a stuall
of the Erie & Ontario railroad with a flat chignon:
This is as good an ar- view to effecting a plan of consolida f
tion of the two lines. The plan will

CITRO LAX
CtTROLAX

bo

Adv,

Blouse of Cream Net.
The blouse arranged in fancy cream
net had a narrow fold of black velvet
decolletage, todefining the
Cf delicate
frill
a
with
plisse
gether
ivory tulle, while at the back, from
beneath the sash, there fell a ehort,
fuii basque of the net.

Dominant Styles in Millinery

submitted to the shareholders.

in damp, chilly weather there is al
v ays a large demand for BALLARD'S
SNOW LINIMENT because manv
people who know by experience its

great relieving power in rheumatic
aches and pains, prepare to apply It
It at the first twinge. Price 255c, 50
and $1.00 per bottle. Sold bv Cen
t al Drug Co. Adv.
WILL

HANDLE

:

-,

FRUIT

Santa Fe. Nov. 11 Although the
amount of business at Flora Vista,
San Juan county, does not justify the
establishing of a station on the Den
ver & Rio Grande railroad at that
place, yet Superintendent
M'cGraw
who returned to Alamosa today, ac
quiesced in part to the request of the
corporation commission which had If
taken up the matter upon request of
citizens of Flora Vista. A freight car '
will be turned into a station and a
man placed in charge to check freight
in and out during the fruit season.
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Santa Fe, Nov. H. Treasurer S.
Important
Mirabal of Valencia
county is the
Bear in mind that Chamberlains
sixteenth county treasurer this month
to remit his taxes collected in Octo- Tablets not only move the bowels but
ber to State Treasurer O. N. Marron. improve the appetite and strengthen
The amount is $1,794.37 for 1910 and the digestion. For sale by all dealers
models are daily
CHIC and dashing
Adv.
their debut in the milprior, $44.98 for 1911, and $131.79 for
linery openings, and whether they
1913.
originated In the French home of
INSPECT NEW BHIDCE
Santa Fe-- , Nov. 11. State Engineer fashions or first blossomed out in New
Check Kidney Trouble at Once
AmerJames A. French went to Callsteo to York or Chicago, or some other
ican city, they are as attractive as the
There is such ready action In Foley day to look over the
bridge situation at displays of former seasons.
If of
Kidney Pills, you feel their healing that place, where the work of recon American
origin there is variety
from the very first dose. Backache,
structing the bridge that recently col enough to assure one that American
weak, sore kidneys, painful bladder lapsed is to be undertaken immediatedesigners do not lack Initiative or
and irregular action disappear with ly by the
taste.
good
county authorities. Engitheir use. O. Palmer, Green
Large hats are increasing their
Bay neer N. F. Jacobs has been detailed
Wis., says :"My wire Is rapidly re to take
popularity. Milliners assure us that
charge of the construction they will soon equal the smaller
her
health
due
and
covering
strength,
of the, bridges by Guadalupe county
In public favor. Hats suggestsolely to Foley Kidney Pills." O. G oven the Pecos at Puerto de Luna and shapes
ing the Gainsborough, with its sweepSchaefer and Red Cross Drug Store Fort Sumner.
Engineer H. K. Mor- ing, graceful lines, large sailors and
Adv.
gans accompanied him to arrange for many showing flaring brims varying
in width are triumphing among those
the prelinimnaries.
models designed for dressy or evening
ELKS DO DAMAGE
wear.
Many of these are In black
Santa Fe, Nov. 11. Game Warden
FOLEY CATHARTIC TAELETS
with simple but brilliant garnitures in
T. C. de Baca today renewed his ap
There are many times when one fancy ostrich or metallic
trimmings.
plication for 50 elk from Yellowstone man questions another's actions and Fur
plays a conspicuous part in
national park for the Pecos national motives. Men act
differently under shapes, both large and small.
Black and dark rich tones of brown,
forest, having heard that elk are again different circumstances.
The quesavailable In Montana for distribution. tion Is, what would you do
blue, purple, and occasionally
green,
now
right
However, Dr. Driscoll of Raton today if you had a severe cold? Could you the deepest of reds, make ideal backcomplained to the game warden that do better than to take Chamberlain's grounds for the posing of the brilliant
the elk on the Urracca ranch in Col Cough Remedy? It Is highly recom trimmings of the season. Silver and
gold braids and ornaments, jets, fancy
fax county are damaging his orchard. mended
by people who have used it ostrich and rlbbomi, many fancy
for years and know Its value. Mrs feathers, and curious flowers, which
Rub a sore throat with BALLARD'S O. E. Sargent, Peru, Ind., says, "Cham- suggest mother-of-pear- l
aud metallic
SNOW LINTMENT. One or two ap- berlain's Cough
Remedy Is worth its effects, combined with silk and velvet,
plications will cure it completely. weight in gold and I take pleasure In promise a season unsurpassed In beauPr.ce '25c, EOc and SI ner bottle. Sold recommending It." For sale by all tiful millinery.
Three pretty models shown in the
Co.
by Central
Drug

rangement as the knot or coil. The
ends of the front hair serve for two
of the required puffs.
The second coiffure pictured i3
It is beaustrictly
finished-lookinand
among
tifully
those variations of the casque mode
which Is destined to remain in vogue.
of all the
It requires careful
hair.
After the hair has been waved it is
combed toward the top of the head
and arranged in a long French twist.
By pulling the twist forward the hair
is brought down at the center of the
forehead. A shallow part is made at
the left side and the hair pinned into
position with small invisible wire pins.
Long combs, made for the purpose,
are thrust into the head where the
hair is turned under into the twist.
The coiffure ie a failure when tha
twist is hard and rigid looking. It
must be soft looking and merge into
the rest of the hair.
All short locks about the face are
to be curled and pinned down, as
neatness is the main requirement in
this particular style.
JULIA BOTTOM LEY.
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picture given here are examples of
s
and tasteful
graceful,
hats. They are designed with
reference to the styles in afternoon
gowns of cloth and are fine types of
the
trimmed hats. That
is, they do service with a variety of
toilettes.
A
turban of velvet is
shown which serves to support a band
and wing ornament made of feathers.
This particular band emphasizes the
vogue for fancy feathers. There are
many varieties, from narrow collars
of brilliant foliage to those as large
as that pictured in quieter plumage.
Spanish coque, pheasant, and peacock plumage are those best liked.
The second hat is a turban of black
velvet with brim widened at the left.
It is bound with silver braid and
trimmed with a single plume of white
ostrich. The clever mounting of the
plume is worth studying. The stem
is wound with Bilver braid and the
point in the left brim is included in
tbia winding. This is a delightful hat,
which will harmonize with almost any
well-fittin- g

close-fittin-

semi-dres-

g

costume.
A hat in deepest violet
having a velvet brim and
brocade in which glintw of
pear. In this, too, the brim

,

is shown,
crown of
silver apwidens at

the left side toward the back. A
bow of rich moire ribbon at the back
and a silver filigree rose and foliago
at the front make this an enviablii
model of quiet elegance.
JULIA EOTTOMLEY.
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week to trade and visit. Our little
country town supported a library, high DANDRUFF
SCALP
school, band, ball team, and we had
big celebrations every year. A farm 1
near a live town soon doubles in va
OUT
lue. I sold my 40 acres at a big ad
vance and bought an 80, gradually ad
ding to it until I had 200 acres of the Scalp Scaly. Pimples Small and
Red. Would Fester, Dry and Itch.
best land in Iowa. I then felt no need
of asking favors1, and found it easy to
Used Cuticura Soap and Ointr
agents that
patronize the
ment. Crust and Pimples Gone,
came almost weekly to our door. I
New Growth of Hair.
regret to say that I was the first in
the county to make up a neighbor
r. O. Box 395, Berkeley, Calif. "My
r
hood bill and send it to a
hair was dry and falling out and my scalp
house. Though we got bit every once scaly. At times there were pimples on my
scalp. The pimples were small and red,
In a while, we got in the habit of send
would fester, dry and Itch. My hair would
stuff.
ing away for
grow a certain length and break oil and fall
Gradually our merchants lessened out. The falling out was always preceded
breaking out of the pimples and itchtheir stock of goods for hack of pat- by theDandruff
scaled off my scalp and could
ing.
to
realize be seen In my hair.
ronage. Finally we began
" I tried
for some time but when
that when we needed a bolt quickly
for machinery, or clothing for sickness I stopped Its use my hair had the same dry
brownish color, and the scalp was not healed.
or death we had to wait and send away
Then I covered the scalp with glycerine but
tor it, which wasn't bo pleasant.
the hair condition remained the same. I
saw Cuticura Soap and Ointment adverOne by one our merchants moved
tised in the newspaper so I wrote asking for
to places where they were appreciata free sample. I applied the Ointment and
ed, and men of less energy moved in. let It remain over night. In the morning I
washed the scalp thoroughly with Cuticura
Gradually our town has gone down;
Boap and water. I then bought some Cutiour business houses are "tacky" in cura Soap and Ointment from my druggist.
appearance, a number are empty, our I treated my scalp for nine months. Now the
scaly crust and pimples are gone and I have
schools, churches and walks are going
a new growth of thick, dry, brawn hair.'!
down, we have no band, no library
(Signed) Mrs. E. K. Mcllvaine, Apr. 8, 1914.
nor ball team. There is no business
Samples Free by Mail
done in the town, and therefore no
tt costs nothing to learn how pure, sweet,
taxes to keep things up. Hovel is effective and satisfying Cuticura Soap and
closed for lack of travel. Go down to Ointment are in the treatment of poor comhands. Itching scalps,
the depot when the freight pulls in plexions, red, rough
dandruff, dry, thin and failing hair, because
r
and you see the sequel in
you need not buy them until you try them.
Although sold everywhere, sample of each
packages.
will be mailed free, Tith 32-- Skin Book. AdNine years ago my rarm was worth dress
d
"Cuticura, Dept. T, Bosfcoa.'5 .
$195 an acre, today I'd have a hard
matter to sell it at $167 an acre. It
raise the money and build near our
is "too far from a live town" so ev
farm homes or send our boys and girls
ery farmer lias said that wants to to
the cities at great expanse, amidst
buy. Ha wants a place near schools
of which the farm has no
temptations
can
and churches, where his children
am I the only awakenNeither
equal.
have advantages. I have awakened to
r
These
farmer.
agents
ing
the fact that in helping to pull the
come to our homes every week
that
town down, It has cost nie $5,000 in
are becoming a nuisance and making
nine years. Like 'the majority of
it unsafe to leave women and children
I
didn't
farmers,
figure far enough alone on the farm. With farm corahead.
we take these strangers into
This sort of business means the do- diality
our
often as one of the family,
homes,
ing away wllh country towns. What
we have sometimes paid In havand
will it mean io farmers to have only
them entice our girls to the city.
a few large cities at a distance of ing
are some facts that need conThese
500 or 1,000 miles? What are we goand I have decided that the
sideration,
ing to do with our children, who are
all around, is far
safest
proposition
demanding even better advantages the
to look after their
people
country
than we had?
own interests, and build up their own
to
build
we
re
cities
Those
help
towns and bring value to
turn no favors; they take our money country
farms. Let those who want to
their
but offer no credit in time of need.
r
house
the city
If we want high schools, etc., we must patronize
go there to live, getting their living
wheer they give their patronage. The
remainder of my life will be given to
building up the home town that I
helped to pull down. Brother farmers,
you can take my advice or get your
knowledge the way I got mine.
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mail-orde-

HE TELLS THE STORY HIMSELF,
AND IT IS WORTH REMEMBERING

mail-orde-

liana Garbus

is a German farmer in

Iowa. He wrote a letter to the Farm
Journal, Philadelphia, the other day.
It summarized his experience and
that of his neighbors la neglecting
their home merchants to "save" money
by patronizing the mail order houses.
The letter Is a human document.
Hans Garbus writes just as he would
tells us and it rings true.
We farmers need awakening to the
fact that we have unmistakably reached the period where we must think
and plan. I am one of the slow German farmers that had to he shown,
and I am now giving my experience
that others may profit, for knowledge
Is more expensive now than ten years
ago.
Twenty-nin- e
years ago 1 began my
farm career. I had an old team and
$50. Our furniture was mostly homemade chairs, cupboard and lounge
made from drygoods boxes, neatly
cretonne by
covered with ten-cemy girl wife. We rented 80 acres.
Being a boy of good habits I got all
needed machinery and groceries of
ur home merchants on credit, until
sold. The first year
fall crops
was a wet seaaon and I did not make
enough to pay creditors. I went to each
on date of promise and explained conditions, and they all carried the balance over another year. They continued to accommodate me until I was
able to buy a
piece of my own.
Aa soon as I owned these few acres
r
houses began sending
the
me catalogues, and gradually I began
sending my loose change to them, letting my accounts Btand In my home
town, where I had gotten my accommodation when I needed it.
We then had one of the thriftieta lit- t1j vtlln froa In hft ntnto pnrA Una nf
business in all the branches, mer-- J
chants who were willing to help an
honest fellow over a had year, and a
town full of people who came twice a
w-ir-

e

mail-orde-
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the preevntion of infant mortality.
"When you consider that 25 per cent
of our population today is in some
way handicapped by preventable dls
ease or Injury, you can see how Im
portant it is to keep our babies from
getting sick or crippled," said Dr.
Cabot today. "I shall urge the ap
pointment of a committee for the pur
pose. It seems to me the schools are
the best places to do It In, next to the
homes.
School inspection is already
being carried on to some extent.
Something should be done to inspect
the very small children at home."
"The association is the only nation
wide body, of medical and lay folk devoting itself exclusively to this great
subject of the child's health," said
Mrs. William Lowell Putnam, in discussing Infant mortality. "Where many
babies die, many more are ill, and
these illnesses often leave their traces in weakened constitutions and crippled lives. That the human race is
physically deteriorating there can be
no doubt, in spite of our increased
longevity. Although we have added
about 15 years to the average span
of life during the last
those years have not brought increased health, but quite the contrary. The
amount of sickness is greater, and
despite the reduction in the requirements for army recruits, as many as
BOO out of 1,000
applicants are regularly refused as 'physically unequal
to the strain of army service."
half-centur-

mail-orde-
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CONGREGATIONALISTS

MEET

Boston, Nov. 11. Th New England
Congregational congress opened its
fourth annual convention at Park
street church this morning. Rev. A.
Z. Conrad mads the address of welcome.
Many religious subjects are
up for discussion, and many noted
speakers are here.

mail-orde-

mail-orde-

HANS GARBUS.

You will like their positive action
They have a tonic effect on the bowels, and give a wholesome, thorough
cleaning to the entire bowel tract.
Stir the liver to healthy activity and
keep stomach sweet Constipation,
headache, dull, tired feeling never affect those who use Foley Cathartic
Tablets. Only 25c. O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Store. Ad v.
GETTING FACTS IN BUSINESS

Newport, Maine, Nov. 11 The Bos
ton Chamber of Commerce is holding
here tonight a hearing on dairy conditions In this section of Maine, as a
part of its campaign to ascertain the
condition of the milk business of New
England. The Maine dairies are vaThe altered condi
lued at $5,000,000.
tions in the dairy business are subject
of Investigation. Ten years ago, the
majority of the product was shipped
as butter. Now most of it Is shipped
as cream and milk. The work of
associations, the me
the
thods of sanitation and care of the
the cattle are also discussed.
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POSITIVELY MASTERS
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VOYAGE ft HORROR
The Brilliant, British Bark, Arrives in New York After Eventful

NO

115-Da-

SLEEP

Trip.

y

Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
cuts the thick choking mucus, and
clears away the phlegm.
Opens up
the air passages and stops the hoarse
cough. The gasping, strangling fight
for breath gives way to quiet breath
ing and peaceful sleep. Harold Berg
Mass, Mich., writes :"We give Foley's
Honey and Tar to our children for
croup and it always acts quickly." O
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store
Adv.

CREW CONTEST

FOR

Lascar, Chinese and Hindu Deck
Hands Add to Danger by Fighting
Themselves
Orientals
Among
Afraid of the Reptiles.
New York. Two hundred deadly
East Indian snakes overrunning the
ship, five heat crazed yaks doing everything but climb aloft and a crew ol
35 Lascars, Hindus and Chinese threatening every minute to cut one
throats such was the
which added ten years to the
age of Captain Grant of the Brilliant,
a
British bark.
The Brilliant recently arrived Id
New York harbor after a voyage ol
115 days from Hongkong.
Life began to be just one strenuous minute
after another almost before Victoria
island had faded over the horizon, the
excitement continuing unabated until
the Jersey coast was sighted.
The Brilliant, carrying oil stores,
had an uneventful voyage outward
bound to Hong kong and Kobe. She
carried an able crew of Swedes and
Norwegians, but they tired of the long
grind and deserted the ship between
watches a few hours after the vessel
dropped anchor in Kobe harbor. With
the holds filled with Japanese merchandise, Captain Grant was compelled
to sign a nondescript crew composed
ofno less than ten nationalities in
order to man his vessel for the homeward bound trip to New York. He
cleared at Kobe, stopped at Hiogo until
December 18, and made Hong kong in
two weeks. The entire crew deserted
at this port and the seamen signed in
their place represented, said Captain
Grant, the scum of the port.
Squared away to the southward with
the Straits of Sundae as the objective, the Brilliant became the theater
for a series of events which made
sleep a matter of three winks at a time
for the officers. First of all It was
found that most of the "able seamen"
had never seen any more experience
than would be necessary to handle a
rowboat. When most of the men were
comM-natio-

four-maste- d

OVER NORDICA'S WILL
Freehold, N. J., Nov. 11. The con
test over the estate of the late Lillian
Nordica will have its first airing in
court tomorrow, when two wills will
be submitted for probate, in the latter of which, Nordica cut off her husband, George W. Young. It was while
she was at Thursday Island last winter in the South Seas that Madame
Nordica made her new will.

W. T. Huc&ens, Nlcnoison, Ga., had
a severe attack of rheumatism. Hi?
feet, ankles and joints were swollen
and moving about was very painful
He was certainly in a bad way whec
he started to take Foley Kidney Pills
He says, "Just a few doses made me
feel better, and now my pains and
rheumatism are all gone and I sleep
all night long." O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.

REBUKED

WILSON

HIS MEXICAN AND
POLICY HAS BROUGHT FORTH
ANTI-TRUS-

T

NQ GOOD

Santa Fe, Nov. 11. Much comment
is caused here by an interview attri

Would You

Trust

A

Man

whose surroundings, mode of Jife, food and drink have combined
to make him treacherous, indolent and unreliable?
And food and drink are among the chief causes.
one of the commonest beverages contains a drug,
caffeine, which, affects stomach, liver, heart and other organs.
Coffee

Some persons are strong enough to stand the attacks of the
coffee-drubu to most people it is a poison, and1 sooner or later
g,

is bound to tell.
If you find coffee is hurting you, quit it and

try

Ufl

wheat and a bit
of wholesome molasses, carefully blended and roasted. It contains
the focd elements of the wheat and molasses and nothing else
This healthful

food-drin-

is made of prime

nothing injurious or harmful.
Serve Postum piping ho and it is delicious and invigorating.

"There's a Reason" tor POSTUM

buted to United States Senator Albert
B. Fall at El Paso while there to con
fer with Price Mogiraiey of Cleveland, O., relative to some Terrazas
Interests In
gold and silver mine
Mexico. Senator Fall declares he will
not return to Washington until after
the Christmas holidays. He declared
the election of B. C. Hernandez to congress a great blessing to the commonwealth.
"He is hardworking, acquainted
with the needs andl nterests of the
state and he is both, disposed and
qualified to make a representative at
Washington of whom New Mexico
will feel proud.'
"Senator Fall says that upon his re
turn to Washington after New Tear's
he has certain land and homestead
legislation for New Mexico which he
will endeavor to get through congress.
The snator declares the election a
rebuke by the people of the United
State to President Wilson on the
and Mexican policy, for the
latter of which he also blames tha
Secretary of State Bryan. He de
nounces especially the doctrine of
"watchful waiting," and disagrees with
Secretar yof the Navy Daniels, who
says that but for the situation created by the European war, democratic
congressmen would have been returned from every section of the country.
anti-t-

rust

WAR

ON

INFANT

DISEASE

Boston, Nov. 11. The American Association- for Study and Prevention
of Infant Mortality is gathered here
for its annual convention; and is
planning an extension of the campaign

against infant disease. The meetings
will cover three days, and many prominent speakers are on the program.
Dr. Hugh Cabot of Boston, an au
thority op sex hygiene, is urging the
society to undertake a campaign for

WOOLMEN

AT SALT

MOTHER! 1$ CHILD'S

8TOIIACIIS0UB,

SICK?

If Cross, Feverish, Constipated, Give
"California Syrup of

Figs"
Don't gcold your fretful, peevish
See if tongue is cotaed; this
child.
is a sure sign its little stomach, liver
and bowels are clogged with sour
sour waste.
When listless, pale, feverish, full of
cold, bad breath, throat sore, doesnt
eat, sleep or act naturally, has stomachache, indigestion, diarrhoea, give a
teaspoonful of "California Syru; of
Figs," and in a few hours all the foui
waste, the sour bile and fermenting
food passes out of the bowels and you
have a well and playful child again.
Children love this harmless "fruit
laxative," and mothers can rest easy
after giving it, because it never fails
to make their little "insides" clean
and sweet.
Keep it handy, Mother! A little
given today saves a sick child tomorrow,' but get the genuine. Ask your
bottle of "Calidruggist for a
fornia Syrup of Figs," which has directions for babies, children of all
plainly on
ages and fo.r growns-up- s
the bottle. Remember there are counterfeits sold here, so surely look and
see that yours is made by the "Cali
Hand
fornia Fig Syrup Company."
back with contempt any other fig
syrup. Adv.

MAKES

VISIT

Santa Fe, Nov,
Bishop Freder
of the Protestant Epia
copal church was at Las Cruces yes
terday to consult with the parish ol
St. Andrews' churcn the question o
a successor to Rev. Hunter Lewis
who has retired from the parish. Aftei
a aermon last evening he held a meet
ing with' the vesitry.
11.-

-

iPk B. Howden

State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
Lucas County, ss.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that
partner of the firm of F
J. Cheney and Co., doing business in
the City of Toledo, county and state
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
tho sum of ONE HUNDRED DOL
LARS for each and every case of ca
tatrh that cannot be cured by the use
of HALL'3 CATARRH CURB.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Kwom to before me and subscribed
in my presence, thi9 6th day of De
cember, A. D. 1886.
A. W. GLEASON.
(Seal)
'
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Inter
nally and acta directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Sond for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY and Co., Toledo, O.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for con
stipation. .adv.
ho is senior

13,
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Salt Lake City, Utah, Nov. 11.
The annual meeting of the National
which
association,
Woolgrowers'
meets tomorrow, has brought togeth
er many wool men from all parts of
he country. President J. F. Hagen- barth, who was an early arrival, said
"It seems to me that a new era is
owning before the sheep breeders, the
benefit of which can be grasped only
by united and concerted effort. We
realize our opportunity, and all bran
ches of the industry are getting to
gether."
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Snakes Had Been'Given

the

the Brilliant.

Liberty of

suffering from seasickness and living
in their bunks a big Lascar deserted
his post at the wheel and made for the
forward hatchway like a streak of
brown. Two seconds elapsed and he
came up from below with the entire
crew at his heels. Ill or well, they
were in the rigging at one leap and
all gesticulated wildly as they directed
the attention of Captain Grant to several squirming objects on the deck.
Four boxes filled with cobras and
other poisonous reptiles had broken
loose from their fastenings. Two hundred snakes had been given the liberty
of the Brilliant. The orientals would
not go near the snakes and Captain
Grant and his officers were compelled
to kill them with clubs.
After passing through the Straits ol
Sundae the five yaks on board began
showing signs of suffering from the
heat As the Brilliant hovered near
the "line" they went crazy one by
one.

"They couldn't do It in a bunch,"
said Captain Grant. "They had to do
it one at a time In order to prolong
our agony."
The snakes and the
yaks
had practically scared the crew out ol
their wits before the "line" was well
to the stern. About the time the last
yak had been killed and cast overboard the Lascars and the Chinese engaged in a pitched battle.
The Hindus and others took sides In
the argument- - Their fights were a
daily feature until long after the cape
had been rounded. Instead of trying
to prevent trouble, knowing that any
interference on his part would only
complicate matters, Captain Grant al
towed, them to fight it cut among them
selves.
heat-craze-

One of
the
1
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Electric Healing
conveniences
at

S5.O0
Facts that'll win your favor:
El Radio is a

conveniently portable supplementary heater
handle at the
weighs but four pounds and has an always-cotop.
Can be used wherever there's a
Does not vitiate the air of a' room warms the air, does not
take the life out of it.
Its chetrful warm glow makes that chilly comer, email rocm
or office so comfy, bo cozy.
Fine in the bathroom, and when washing baby.
Uses little current cost of operation, very low.
Just the thing to use wherever and whenever, added warn.
givea needed comfort
;
El Radio measures 10x12x12 inches, is mads of j r.
.
the outside finished in polished nickel and bla L l,i
, .
the inside is polished copper, laciuertd to pro t t
Guaranteed 5 years.
See SI Radio, the useful "Utile- electric grate,"
t.mw
at our salesroom.
ol
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cards and check for all our teachers.
allowed each teacher the
DAILY
week's salary, railroad fare and hotel
ered and the ships proceed to Mex
ico.
The final act takes ulace .In
COLFAX ' expenses. And these teachers will do
enough extra work tp pay the town
Vera Cruz, and shows the American
back, many times for treating them
OUR.
occupation of that city with all th$
characters, with the exception of the CANVASSING BOARD HAMPERED right.".
Such are the reports from the field
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villain and his accomplice, In a happy
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in, groups
Many individuals,
coming
OFFICIALS
frame of mind.
county
superintendents,
directors,
A good deal of "funny stuff Is
is the most complete in the state and
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for prompt grinding and repairing Is
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from Fage4Oue)
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(Continued
the performance. The show appealed cause of eight precincts which have ship fees of a dollar each.
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most strongly to the gallery, which failed to send their poll books, as the
Money is Needed
by the first return post.'
INSPECTS THE ROADS
law demands and as the printed direc
was filled.
"You will be asked,
Santa Fe, Nov. if. C. B. James, the
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GOES
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used by the banks, specifically include teaschers and many of the directors,
as a superman. Ills inerrancy was
;'.nrS'
'
'"
arj?"
"
best al? wpoj materials that
Jtlotiat
styles.,' Colors
will be present.
.,,
j
persistently 'cjlaitncd, thoiugh never SOME OF THEIR STUFF WAS NOT tich. a clause.. , .
Exquisitely
price.
black1
brown
blue,
and'
navy
Miss Orace jtiofebel, county suporin
BRAN NEW, BUT THE CROWD ;
are warm anf - comr&biev
jiroved. The more we balked, the
green. A splendid opportuntrimmed Hats worth
CHICAGO'8 "CRIME TRUST" CASES tendent of Luna county, 'writes: '
FELL FOR IT
louder the adulating chorus rose,
with big collars and; deep
to buy al Suit at a low
ity
"Am enclosing check cohering en?
us
Mexico
in
leading
atbnkeyghlnes
Chicago, Nov. 11. Barney Bertsche,
price.
pockets.
$3.50, $7.50 and $3.50
into tho unprecedented act of invading A large house last night at the Dun on whom the state's attorney, Maclay rollment fee for those Bending the enclosed applications for membership.
can opera ho'ise watched the efforts
it. friendly country; industrial prostraHoyne, pins his chances of reaching Luna
county will be there with a full
tion growing out of things done and of the Mutt and Jeff company to the
alleged "crime trust" in ' which
I know of no excepa musical comedy
representation.
other things threatened; the Imposi- please. The
police officials are Implicated with tions. All of the Doming teachers are
tion of a heavy special tar called a without much music,- was chock full the crooks of the
faces trial to
var tax. In time of peace, to replace of slapstick humor which, In parts. morrow on chargescity,connected with planning to go and I am sure every
With Exquisite bits of hand
embrolderery and Insets of fine Laces and Insertions even the more masculirural teacher is going. Will try to serevenues depleted through free trade was funny enough to draw forth hearRial to shootin g. Nathan Splraf, cure
the
ne-looking
Vests
and
Collars
h daintiness.
the entire membership before
acquire a feminine touch and
tariff schedules and gross extravag- ty laughter from the crowd. The cho- now in Jollet
prison for arson, will the meeting."
ance la expenditures all of these rus, always an important adjunct in a also
Inla
the announced
be tried. It
Many of these have, already sent
things have been extolled as gifts of show of that kind, wag a disappoint- tention of the state's
attorney to get In thedr
ment
to
both
the
in
lovers
of
a grateful apprecia
applications for membership
fitatesmanflhlp,
beauty and the three officers who are
Dainty Dress
Implicated and their cards have already been la- tion of which the people were, certain of mg. The principals were good to
on
tbear
version
record
the
of
place
sued to them.
to rally around the statesman, Wilson, and several glils audibly expressed
nwatlonal shooting
affray, before
Dr. Robert and the entire faculty
We bars at times wondered wheth- - their opinion that "Jeff was awfully
exposing his evidence against the of- ot the New Mexico Normal University
It takes only a moment to
r the claciuors were really deceiving cute."
S?
The show .opened with the charac- ficers, who are to be tried later.
slip one of the chio. Dress
20 In all, were among the first to en
themselves. But we have never wonw mt
Sets
Into
ters
a
at
Old
e.
In
frock
roll.
We
Point
Comfort
Mor
have the new Girdles in
but it
dered if they were deceiving th peo-j'lJ.
Leather
Hand
Vlrgnla.
Manly
Superintendent
Bags In genuCANADIAN BANKERS MEET,,
changes its appearance won-- d
We have been sure, at all t'mcs, Several United Estates IbafttleKlilitfl
tal n of the Alamogordo public school
ine Morocco and Persian
many attractive styles, plain
tfliat the people were not being deceiv make their appearance and the fleet
rfully.
and fancy colors. AU elastic.
Plain SeaL
Toronto, Out., Nov. 11. The annual has enrolled all his teachers. Super
'd. Tuesday's smashing republican sails under sealed orders with In meeting of the Canadian Bankers' as- - intendent Oeorgo Longee of the So
victories all over the north, from structions to open them when 100 Hoelation open 3 here tomorrow at the corro "public schools writes as fol
The president of bead office of the Bank of Toronto. lows:
"I atn sending membership
XM?an to ocean, show the riumilative milen 'from-- shire.
of a series of diplomatic, Oscal,
financial and economic mistakes, upon
the public mind. The people have;
en more olearly than the leaders
ESTABLISHED 1879
in either party, one reason for this
being, perhaps, that they have had to
feel more keenly tho worst ffects of
Published by
In one great
mistaken - policies.
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
have expressed
blow
,
they
smashing
(Incorporated)
their opinion on Mexico, on Panama,
on tariff laws reducing revenues for
Editor the
M. M. PADGETT
purpose of Increasing Imports to
the point of Imposition of direct taxes to Biipply deficiencies caused by
ni8
free- - trade schedules, on violations of
the civil service law and on outrageous extravagances approved by the
Entered, st the postorflce at East president as one means of retaining
Lag Vegas, New Mexico, for trans- his despotic control of congress.
mission through the United States
The result is a distinct repudiation
aailg as second class
For
of Mr. Wilson and his pollicles.
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of Women's Fashionable Suits
Come Tomorrow

Belter Read this List now
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READY-TO-WEA-

Are you suffering the Inconvenience, extra expense

C1AOE
Our Greatest Ambition
V.hlptH
ClothGrade
that sells the Finest. Highest

still, do you send ycur clothing to soma one's home to be
washed 'mld'st cooling and living odors? Compare our
SANITARY methods. Get our prices on "Wet Wash''
..
!..
and "Rough Dry."

ing

National Ave

lni from Miner-a- l
Hill today. He is a rancher in the

Mineral

P. J. Nollisch" arrived on .train No.
1 today from. Denver. ....
...
In
came
of
Denver
.McKenna.
H,
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contains no alum or lime phosphate.! j There is never any question, about;
the absolute purity and healthfulness of the
food it raises..
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It has stood the test of time. That is
will use
why the best informed housewives
no other.
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Vice-Preside-
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D. T. HOSKINS

.

of munitions of war, including a
tity Of (provisions."

Treasurer

SUIT
For Fall and Winter

houfd be

ordered now.
We have a complete line of foreign and domestic suitings, com-

prising all the latest weave, and

t

at right prices.

!

.receive special care.

HE PLOWS ;TjH ROUGH A SEA OF
" MD 'ONvHfSWAVTOlFIN-ISHING

POINT

x'

A Sea or Mud
Of the 20 cars, that left Los Angeks
four were still in the race. Heavy
rains In the vicinity of Phoenix made

'the roads heavy and dangerous for

The cars, smeared
with mud from their dash yesterday
over mountain roads to this point,
rapidly accumulatde additloual loads
of sticky clay today as they sped over
the waking roads leading toward the

the final sprint.

Davit Is Lost
Ariz., Nov.! 11. Three of
(he 11 cars in the 673 mile Los
Phoenix,

automobile race were
within 90 miles of the finish at noon.
These were Oldfield's No. 5, Nlkert's
No. 8 and Bramlette's NO. 19. Flooded
arroyos and rivers were giving the
racers much trouble. Davis, No. 4,
who was second out at Prescott, had
not been heard from at Klrkland, 33
miles from Prescott, at noon.
ABROAD,

(HAS. LEWIS

WAR'
(Continued From Page One.)
the campaign against Turkey. The
Vienna Fremdenblatt has published a
dispatch from Czernowitz saying that
the Russians on November 9 threw
shells into that city but their batteries speedily were silenced.' An advance guard skirmish before Czerno
witz enaea in a nussian reireai.
"Constantinople reports the contin
uation of the Turkish offensive
movement on, the Caucasion border in
spite o!""show."! Other1" reports, re
ceived here from Athens, declare that
the Turkish operations against Egypt
are progressing and that there is
much military activity in Sillcla.
"During the past week the specie
reserve of the German Imperial bank
increased 27,M0,00O marks ($6,750,000)
while the circulation of notes decreas
ed 86,000,000 marks ($621,500,000).
Bulgaria Unmoved
It is reported here from Athens that
Bulgaria has refused to adopt the anti- Turkish attitude suggested by .the
triple alliance powers in return? for
the promise of the addition of Adrla-nopl- e
to Bulgarian 'territory.' " j
The T Bulgarian" 'Minister at Rome
has said in am interview that Bulgaria
demands the restitution of the terri
tory lnhabitated by Bulgarians. Bul
garia will keep neutral in the present
war, the minister declared, and under
no circumstances will she fight

Texarkana, Ark., Nov 11, Fearing
actions by night riders, who; ar becoming bolder 4n the eouthern portion
of Miller sounty, farmers from the vi'
ciulty of Fouke, Ark.,; are bringing
cotton to store in warehouses here.
They report posting of many warnings
to farmers not to sell unaer 10 cents
on threats of having cotton, and even
homes, burned. Because of night rid
ers' warnings the agent of the TexarThe president of the Turkish
kana, Shreveport & Natchez railway at chamber of
deputies, Halil Bey, has
Fouke today announced that he will
arrived at Bucharest Rumania on a
not accept any more cotton for shi?
ment.
He said he followed instruc- special mission'
tions of officials of his division.
Germans Lose Officers
'

ARE CRUISERS SAFE?
Washington, Nov. 1. No word had
come to the navy, department today
from the armored cruisers North Ca
rolina and Tennessee in the Mediter
ranean. Officials, confident that the
silence of the cruisers is caused by
difficulties of communciation through
the war zone, reiterated their belief
that no mishap had befallen cither.

CUNY CHANGES
OCCUR

Paris, Nov, 11. A Havas agency
dispatch from, Petrograd says:
"It Is estimated here that during
the reoenlJ fighting In east Prussia the
Germans lost 70 per cent of their of
ficers. From, October 23 to Novem-bt- r
.5 the total Russian 'captures
amounted to 323 officers, 21,750 sol
diera, four, mortars, 52 cannon, 52
(Jtilck firing guns and. a large amount

the present constructioa of the law.
It is pointed out today that the
to be taxed are ia small accounts, involving a vast number of
trns-actio-

WILL

jpSEBALL

(Continued from Page One)

TAILOR

Prescott, Ariz., Nov.- - 11. Barney
Oldfield, with a 20 minute lead, streaked out of Prescott at 10 o'clock today
on the last leg, 134 miles, of the Los
Angeles-Phoeniroad
automobile.
race. The race is expected to be finished at Phoenix, 673 miles from the
starting point, at about 2 o'clock.
Olin Davis, winner of last year's
trans-deser- t
contests, was second out,
and Nikert, No. 8, third.

quan-

Turks are Angry
London, Nov. 11. A dispatch to the
Exchange Telegraph company from
ii
Athens says:
"It is learned that & conspiracy has
broken out at Constantinople against
the Germans and young Turks. The
chief conspirators were arrested aaid
'
shot.
"The population of the Ottoman capital, becoming very excited as a results of the Turkish defeats on San-davisited resentment on a number
of German
officers,
whom they attacked.

IN AUTO CONTEST

NIGHTRIDERS

..President

H. W. KELLY

Pressing, cleaning and repairing1'

LEADING

Angel-

food.

home-bake- d

m

'

'

..

WM. G. HAYDON

any-othe-

es-Phoenix

For sixty years Dr. Price's Cream Baking
Powder; has been the standby of countless
for
housekeepers who have relied upon it

K

the flames she threw herself upon
the ground and sobbed out that'she
bad "nothing to live for now."
Mrs. Baca is in a desperate plight,
being without food and shelter. The
big hearted fire fighters of the E.
Romero Hose and Fire company have
clubbed together to give the woman
enough food to keep her alive for the
present. The walls of her house still
stand and th place could be made habitable if new lumber were provided.
L. W. Ilfeld, in behalf of the West
side fire company, said to a represen
tative of The Optic this morning:
"Here is a chance for real charity.
If anyone has an old chair, table or
r
piece of furniture he does
not want, let him telephone me and
I will send a wagon down to get. it.
If any kind hearted person wishes to
see the woman before they help her.
will gladly send my auto round and
take that person to Mrs. Baca."

OLDFIELD
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--
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LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BAPJIi
CAPITAL STOCK

AND LOOK OVER OUR. FALL AND
WINTER LINK OF SUITS 6 OVERCOATS

of
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Maurice
Madeline aJid Louis Clevenger, the
Sapello came in on a pleasure trip last iHo children who were shot to death
by thedr mother on Monday, will be
tomorrow afternoon at 2 made to have her committed to the
J. W. Willis of Ocate came In last buried
buso'clock.
on
Xbe funeraf will take place New Mexico Hospital for the Insane,
few
here
a
to
send
days
night
from the residence of the father, J.j Yesterday Mrs. Clevenger said to
iness.
at her bedside:
last
arrived
T.
night R. Clevenger, 200 Grand avenue.
p.
Frawley
from Colorado Springs, Colo., for a tenant will be in the Odd Fellows'! "I hopaf I can die and join my
An aunt of the children dren. If I live it will be either the
short visit.
.i
for
J. II. Ricker of Shoemaker , came will arrive from Chicago tonight, penitentiary or the insane asylum
which.'
.
care
12-and
Chartette
me,
l.dotl
down last night. He was accompan- bringing
Clevenger, the
To other ipersons she ia declared
sister of the tiny victims,
year-olied by his wife.
her
J. R. Strong, the treasurer of Mora with her. Charlotte was visiting in to have said she wa8 sorry for
her
make
to
ptace
deed
and
in
the
time
the
at
of
In
hoped
home
Chicago
tragedy.
from his
county, came
Late this afternoon It was learned with God before her death.
Ocate for a abort trip.
Jacobo Lucero of Santa Fe arrived at the Las Vegas hospital that Mrs.
here last night He will stay, a few Clevenger was not doing as well as
had been expected. Her condition is
days on business.
BIG HEARTED FIRE
Lee Devine and Leo Woodbury not as good as it was yesterday.
Was Better This Morning
drove down rom Watrous yesterday
to see the show at the Duncan last
City Physician C. C. Gordon, said
FIGHTERS DIG
this
morning that Mrsi Clevenger's
night.
rharW Kirchner. renresentiner the condition was highly satisfactory.
Ttlce-Sti- x
Dry Goods company of St. Likelihood of pneumonia appeared to
COLLECTION FOR
Louis, Mo. was a business visitor be steadily decreasing, while the THEY TAKE UP
HOUSE
WHOSE
WOMAN
OLD
woman's pulse and temperature were
here today.
iS BURNED
Dr. Gordon eald one of
S. M. Camol drove in today in his satisfactory.
Ford roadster from Rogers, Ark. He the greatest dangers now is blood
At 5 o'clock this morning the house
is contemplating taking up his resi- poisoning and he thought he could (detect ai few slight symptoms of pwrito-niti- of Mrs. Ijouisa Baca was destroyed ty
dence at St. Anthonys sanitarium.
,'. !
fire. The E. Romero Hose and Fire
C. Bosserman left for his home at
Mrs. Clevenger apparently is entire- company answered the alarm and ex
Pecos early this morning after a stay
in Ias Vegas. Mr. Bosserman is a ly rational on nearly every subject tinguished the blaze but not until the
cattle buyer and has been doing bus- Shq made, inquiry yesterday as to furniture was totally destroyed and
u what ,,dlffijo$i,tion had been ,made of the woodwork in the house was. burniness through this territory, v :n
came
the bodies of her children and ap- ed. The building was a
Rosa
of
Santa
F; Fairclothh
into town today and put up at one peared pleased when told they had adobe structure situated on Santa
of the local hotels. He will spend a been beautifully dressed and prepared Ana street, adjoining the residence of
few days here on business. Mr. Fair-clot- for burial, Mrs. Clevenger said she Benigno Romero. Mrs. Baca had not
is on attorney.
regretted having caused her husband been in it for 24 hours, as last night
A hunting party consisting of Al At- so much grief, but that it was seises-sar- y she stayed at the house of a neighbor.
she take the children with No fire had been burning in the inte
that
kins and James Cook is planning a
'
,. L, rior since yesterday.
her.
Mineral
trip to the mountains beyond
Dr. Gordon says there is great dan"It looks susiciously like IncendiarHill. They will hunt deer and will
NoMrs.
ger that
Clevenger may attempt ism," said Foreman L. W. Ilfeld of
stay out till Ihe season ends on
to take her life, and he has given or- the West side fire company today
vember 16.
Mrs. Baca is an old woman about 70
Two automobile loads of people ders at the Las Vegas hospital that
use
allowed
of age.. Lately she has experf-witmUst
not
she
be
the
of
Mora
to
years
came in last night from
ness the Mutt and Jeff performance. knives or any other utensils with enced a lot of trouble, having lost
The party consisted of Max Krause, which she could Inflict a wound upon her husband by fever two weeks ago.
be- Since his death she has been left alone
jCl U. Strong and family, Harry Vilos, herself. Dr. Gordon is firm in the
and Mrs. H. J. Hoag, "Pat" San- lief that the woman is possessed of with her daughter. When she saw
chez, Mrs. M. Rudulph and her son, a homicidal mania, despite her ration her few poor pieces of furniture and
An effort will be remnants of food being destroyed by
al conversation.
Milnor Rudulph, Jr.

Hosklns, Cashier.

LAS VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Invito you to Gall

o

t--

I D. T.

Frank Springer,

--

This we haye done and the me
dium through which we hare
accomplished this is Hart Schaf
fner and Marx Clothes.

Hill (ilsUlet.

TO BE BURIED HERE
today on business.
AlH. A. Carlisle was In town from
buquerque ' yesterday evening.
FUNERAL WILL OCCUR TOMORur. sowais, a esania r e pnysiciau, ROW AFTERNOON AT 2 O'CLOCK
was here on professional business
FROM THE RESIDENCE

J. M. Cunningham. President.

obtainable.

In order to have it known as that
kind of a store we must first
MAKE IT that kind of a store.

W. E. Rober's came

PERSONALS

SURPLUS

CAPITAL PAID IN
$100,000.00

CLOTHES

R

and

unsanitary fumes oLa wash day in your home? Worse

1201

11, 1914.

THE FINEST

Puritan Sanitary
Laundry

Phone Main 267

NOVEMBER

documents, all of which would be

sub-

ject to the stamp duties. No opinion

hag been asked from the department
of justice. Before protests are mada

officially it is said that Secretary
will seek a construction from the
department of justice.
The language of the act in point
follows:
"That stocks and bonds issued by.
building alnd loan associations or companies that make loans
only to their shareholders shall be
exempt from the tax herein provided."
Solicitor Johnson said that under
the provision loan associations have
no exemption except for their stock
and bonds.
Mc-Ad-

VESSEL RUNS ASHORE
Peking, China, Nov. 11. The Austrian cruiser Kayserin Elizabeth,
which took refuge at Tslng Tau before
that port was invested by the Japanese, had eight members of her crew
killed during the Japanese attack on.
Tsing Tau. This news was transmitted by the commandant of the cruiser
to the Austrian legation here. The
legal convoy says that the Kayresfn
was by her crew run ashore after the
ammunition on board has become

ordered without a contest and may
not be made at all.,- There is every Indication that the
Northwestern league will not play
baseball next year, because of the European war. The Canadian league,
which includes Erie, Pa., however,
probably will not take- advantage of
an option they have of remaining out
of the game next year. Both leagues
were given .permission to retain their
RELIEF FOR BELGIUM
standing, even though they find it
11. Secretary
Washington, Nov.
necessary to disband their clubs in Bryan announced today after a con
1915.
ference with- - Count von Bernstorff.
the German ambassador, that there
had been no change in the plan or
LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
iginally provided by the German government for the transportation of re
ARE DAPPED IIASD lief supplies to Belgium.
The Belgian minister, Mr. Ilavenitz,
is in New York arranging for the sailWAR TAX ACT MAKES THEM PAY ing of five supply ships being outTRIBUTE ON, ALL
fitted for Belgians by the various relief committees in this country. Thero
seems to be no disposition in official
circles here to object to the demand
Washington, Nov. 11. Under a
by Solicitor Johnson of the treas of German military authorities in Bel
ury, collections' from the war tax may gium that Inhabitants seeking relief
be several millions dollars In excess go to work if able to do so.
of the estimates made by congress.
The new ruling will require pay
A BOMB OUTRAGE
ment of the stamp tax on all transacCanton, China, Nov. 11. Another
tions of building and loan associations bomb outrage committed by Chinese
throughout the United States. It is revolutionists occurred today outside
said to affect more than 6,400 associa- the residence of General Chi Kuang
tions, having nearly 3,000,000 mem- Lung, who is in charge of the Canbers and handling annually about
ton district.
Thirteen persons lost
The opinion of the so- their lives.
licitor differs from the opinion of the
commissioner jf internal revenue and
REPORTERS ARE BARRED
an assistant attorney general, yho in
Amsterdam, Holland, Nov. 11 (via
terpreted the revenue tax liw'fef 1898. London) The Netherlands
military
Tha language in both the present laiw authorities have Issued orders that ail
and that of Spanish war days is held foreign . newspaper
correspondents
fey loan association officers here, to leave the province, of Zeeland.
be identical,
It is probable that an effort will
be made by the associations to fight
Subscribe for The Optic.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
H, W. Kelly, President
Jacob Gross, Vioe-Pres- t.
Clarence Men, Seey. & Treas.
Donalfl Steward.
C. C. RobMna,

East Las Veiias, N. M.
Albuquerque, M. M,
Pecos, N. M.
Trtnidad, Colo.
Rowe, N. M.
Santa Fe, N. M.
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ANXIOUS TO KNOW
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it w ill Be
one Quickly and
ightly
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SOCIETY DIRECTORY

1

COLUMN

Wanted

Treasurer;

Wertz,

C.

4...

V. Hedgcock

A good reliable girl for Cemetery Trustee.
general housekeeping. Apply 1016
Fifth street.
B. P, O. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
WANTED Reliable woman for cook month Elks' home on Ninth street
ing and general housework. Apply and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
Mrs. J. S. Clark, 1117 Eighth street. are cordially invited. Wm, H. Spring
er, Exalted Ruler, D. W. Condon, Se
Teacher Where are your sums?
cretary.
Kid Six big highwaymen held me
up an' rubbed 'em off me slate.
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
riANO for rent, 417 Eighth street
ITY, COUNCIL NO. 2390 Meets In
HOW HE GOT IT
FOR RENT Three room house fur W. O. W ball, Sixth street, on the
nished, light and water in bouse. first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting brothers
Apply Clement Curio Store.
O. L.
and Ladies always welcome.
Freeman, President; Miss Cora Mont
aeue. Financier. Mrs. A. V. Morrow
Local Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z
FOR SALE Pony mare and colt, f 25. W.
Montague Assistant Deputy, 1011
A bargain. S. Powers.
Sixth street, East Las Vegas, N. M
WANTED

For Rent

.

FOR SALE OR RENT Typewriters, FRATERNAL
NO
BROTHERHOOD
all makes, best terms; patronize
102 Meets every Monday night 1
home trade. W. E. Bataks, Vegas O.
R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue a
101, 926 Fourth.
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are cor
welcome. J. T. Burner, Presi
dially
FOR SALE My residence at 620 Co
dent; Mrs. J. T. Buhler, Secretary;
lumbia avenue, very cheap; it will C.
H, Baily, Treasurer.
pay you to investigate. E. S. Lewis
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Stop Those Early Bronchial Coughs
They hang on all winter If not
checked, and pave the way for serious
throat and lung diseases. Get a bot
tle of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound, and take It freely. Stops
coughs and colds, heals raw inflamed
throat, loosens the phlegm and ia
laxative. Best for children
mildly
and crown persons. No opiates. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Adv.
Best Cough Medicine for Children
"Three years ago when I was living
in Pittsburgh one of my children had

Ii

a hard cold and coughed dreadfully.
Upon the advice of a druggist I pur-

JI

med-icin-

Lost

,

onBUg-pectl-

ill Iscellancous

al

no o www

HEAT FOR

SWASTIKA COAL

D. Ci

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
qb j9 O O B OH

A tight feeling in the chest accom- by a short, dry cought, Indicates an inflamed condition In the
lungs. To relieve it buy the dollar
size BALLARD'S HOREHOUND
a
you get with each bottle
free HERRICK'S RED PEPPER POROUS PLASTER for the chest The

o

o

No.
No.

chased a bottle of Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy and It benefited him
e
at once. I find it the best cough
for children because it is pleas
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly ant to take. They do not object to
Mrs. Rambo Had comp'ny fo' din
Mah husban' stopped
nah yisti-d'y- .
Lcve at O. R. C. hall, on the second taking It," writes Mrs. Lafayette Tuck,
at Mr.' Easy's store Saturd'y ebenin' LOST Coat, near stock yards. Re and fourth Tuesdays of each month at Homer City, Pa, This remedy conan' done got a fine spring chicken.
turn to Optic office and receive re S p. m. J. S. Nelson, Consul; G. tains no opium or other narcotic, and
Dat Mistan
Mrs. Sambo Yaas?
ward.
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Lo- may be given to a child as confidently
Easy sho' is de mos' keerless,
cal Deprfty. Visiting members are es as to an adult. Sold by all dealers.
man!
Adv.
pecially welcome and cordially invited.
THINGS
SWEET
homesteads; advance infor
mation; counties Sain Miguel, Guadalupe, Rio Arriba, Lincoln, Grant;
state township desired ; will give
YOUR MONEY
MOST
sections subject to entry; retainer
fee l; pay typewriting. Ira M.
Bond, 14 Eye St., N. E., Washington,

lanied

syrup relaxes the tightness and the
plaster draws out the Inflammation.
It is an ideal combination for curing
Ruth There is an article in that
colds settled In the lungs. Sold by
Girl
Summer
"The
entitled
magazine
Central Drug Co. Adv..
Should Be Preserved."
Paul Preserved! Gracious! All I
bave met were sweet enough already.
LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
of Anna E. Mayer, deceased.
WOULDN'T TELL
State of New Mexico, County of San
Miguel.
Office of the Probate Clerk, County
of San Miguel, N. M.
To All Whom It May Concern, Greets
.

...
t
You are hereby notified that the 4th
day of January A. D., 1915, has been
fixed by the Honorable Probate Court,
in and for the County and State afore
said, as the day to prove, the last will
and testament of said Anna E. Mayer,

--

RETAIL PRICES

L

pounds
pounds
200 pounds
50 pounds
Less than 50

2,000
1,000

or More, each dlivery
to 2,000 pounds, each delivery.........
to 1,080 pounds, each delivery.
to 200 pounds, each delivery.....
......
pounds, each delivery

20c
25c
30c
40c
50c

per
per
per
per
per

100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.

AGUA PUR A COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

ing:

O

1 Wf

C)
Jiggson They eay old Koyne hoi.
antold wealth.
, Wiggson
Ves; so the tax collector
was telling me.
Breaking It Gently.
Snoneer fmeetinK acquaintance)
Do you know, old man,-- 1
really b
ieve I'm losing my nerve? I'm getting
in I hate to ask anv one lor a loan, as
won as I saw you I began to tremble
v

AN O REGULAR DINNER
GOODS OBTUNABLM ALWAYS HANDLES

SHORT ORDERS

For Czlo

r

GAF

AND

RESTAURANT

and
CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2. A. F. 4 L. O. O. MOOSE Meets sectnd
ii
each
evening
fourth Thursday
A. M. Regular com"
munication first ud month at W. O. W, hall. Visiting
T.
third Thursday In brothers cordially invited Howard
secy.
L.
Cutler,
Davis,
Director;
Harry
each month. YUltlnt
biothers cordially in
OF COLUMBUS, COUN
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M., H. B. Van KNIGHTS
NO. 804 Meets second and
CIL
Pettea, Secretary,
fourth Thursday In O. R C. bail
Pioneer bunlding. Vlsitinr members
NO.
2,
LAS VEGAS COMMANDER Y,
Richard Devine,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg- - are cordially Invihed
.
.
A
Ai
S.
miiuo.
G.
Angel,
Frank
F,
x
K;
Willie Sav. Mamma, did any other
t m uiar conclave nwuuu at Ma
Vbis
mcnth
to
be
each
In
man but pop ever ask you
dey
-rf
M.
GEO. H. HUNKER
wife?
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
Attorney-at-LaMamma Yes. I had several propo
Recorder.
Smith, E. C; Chaa. Tamme,
sals before your father came along.
East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
Willie Well, mamma, do you tmnK
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN 2
i m VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
you gaiued anything by waiting?
DR. F. It. HUXMANN
RATES FOR CLAS1FIED ADVER
Regular convo
AL ARCH MASONS
Dentist
TISEMENTS
In eacn
Monday
cation
first
LAD
BRIGHT
of
work
Dental
any descrtptloa a
Maaonlo
Temple
at
month
moderate
ch insertion.
prices
Five cents per line
at 7:80 9. m. P. A. Brinegar,
Estimate six ordinary words to a line,
H. P.: IT. U. Hiooa, Dovre- - Room 1, Center Block. Office Phoie
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 411
No ad to occupy less space than two
tary.
lines. All advertisements charged
will be booked at space actually set I. O O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
LOCAL TJME CARB
without regard to number of words,
4. Meets every Monday evening at
"
Cash, in advance preferred.
their hall on Sixth street All visitsng
Eait Bound
brethern cordially invited to attend
Arrive
Den
Ji. Friedenstlne, N. G.:
A. T. Rogers
f. K
No. I.... 7:20 P. m
7:l
V. G.; T, M. Elwood, Secretary;Karl
11:61 5- - ft
.11:64 p. m
No.
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WEDNESDAY,

deceased.
In Testimony Whereof, I have hereunto set my hand fend affixed the seal
of the Probate Court this 4th day of
November, A D. 1914.
LORENZO DELGADO,
(Seal)
Clerk of the Probate Court. -

i

H'lllADS

FINE WHAT

YOU WANT
'

:

'AND;,:.';

SELL WHAT YOU D3NT WANT

CLASSIFIED ADS search out tho people to whom among those who
MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.

j

THE PROPERTY yon want to sell Is WORTH MOST to people who
read the ads in this paper and who never would hear of your
property unless it were advertised here.
,

Remarkable Cure of Croup
' "Last winter when my little
boy had
croup I got him a bottle of Chamber
Iain's Cough Remedy. I honestly be
lieve It saved his life," writes Mrs
J. B. Cook, Indiana, Pa. "It c-- t the
phlegm and relieved his coughing
spoils. I am most grateful for what
this remedy has done for him." . For
sale by all dealers Adv.

the ads In this newspaper want (and
are anxious to pay for) books, automobiles, used machinery and
furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, musical instruments.

OTHERS who read and answer
"

WANT ADS are inexpensive, get results and EVERYBODY'S
FIED. Try tbeta.

1
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a new and complete line of samples,

e have

O

WHO WOULD NOT BE PLEASED
WITH A BOX OF

Sanv one of which would
delight the most fastidious
13

V

tastes. They come in

4

styles to be engraved with
your name as well as those
suitable for sending without the name.
These cards will be a
greater fad than ever this
year.
The engravers will be
busy filling orders. Therefore to avoid any possible
delay in getting your cards
jjljjl

T Mm is

mi

O

EMBOSSED STATIONERY

can furnish it in white
VJTe
V nr rnlnrs fimhnQSpH
fn
your order in script, wreath
or long initials, in one or two
letter monograms, without
cost for useof the dies.
All three-lettmonograms
are engraved to order and
the die is delivered to you
with the stationery. There
is a large variety of designs
and the cost of engraving the
die depends uponStho style,
er

r

:7 uiJu
ri
4
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LA$ VEGAS DAILY OPTIC.

GOHT
the only persons about the place. It is
said that the pass key was found in
artheir possession when they were
two
The
Coles.
STEALING A WATCH rested by Chief Ben this afternoon
men were arraigned
Police Judge D. R. Murray at the
They plehded not guilty,
MAKES city hall.
MISS SELMA WILSSON
for examination tomorheld
were
but
COMPLAINT AGAINST PRATT
row morning.
AND BUTCHER
,

TWO ElEN ACCUSED OF

:

n

JVflss Wllsson.

First Show Starts at 7U5
WEDNESDAY
"Old Jackson'

Sixty-seve- n

rags

Store

Another Drop in

ts itB

fi

$1.25 per Box

at

Hearst Seltg war news at the
toplay tonight. Adv.

Pho-

UYOBK

DIES IN NEW YORK

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF LAS

morning Daniel

Yesterday

A. Cam- -

VEGAS. Correspondence is invited by this old, strong and conser-

vative Bank.

field, a prominent promoter of Greeley,
Colo., died of apoplexy in New York
He was stricken while walking
city.
Old Taylor WhisKey and Sherwood
on the street and died while being
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.
taken to a hospital. Mr. Camfieid had

Mrs. H. T. Davis, dressmaker, removed to 407 Washington. Gowns at
popular prices. Adv.

The football team of the Y. M. C.
A. is busy practising for its game
with the Normal team, next Saturday.

been in the east for

ESTABLISHED IS76

three

only
daya
the home of Jus
was stricken. Mr. Camfieid
when
he
tice of the Peace D. R. Murray Mrs.
was one of the first men in the counIsabel B. Baird and William R. Baird
Hearst
try, to concoct and carry out schemes
Photoplay theater tonight,
were united in marriage.
for irrigating the dry western lands.
Selig war Dews, "The Beloved
Sweetheart"
firBt project was the promotion
His
and "Fatty'a
According to Volunteer Observer of the Gretley-PoudrVi tagra pli.Ad v.
irrigation plan.
Normal
of
the
Lewis
University the Ha was 50
years old '&Bdj he had lived
maximum
reached
yester
temperature
35 years of that time in Greeley.
The J.' E.Rosenwald lodge, I. O. B.
day was 65 degrees. The minimum
M. Camfieid was born in Provi
B., will give a dance at the O. R. C
27
was
last
night
degrees.
hall tomorrow evening to which all
dence,; R. I. He began his business
career as a grocery clerk in that town
members and their families! are in
At about 3:30 o'clock this afternoon
vited.
but soon moved out to Greeley, seta
Packard machine

Last evening at

Hib-ben-

A. CAMFIELD

GREELEY MAN WAS PROMOTER
OF THE IRRIGATION PROJECT
NORTH OF HERE

Grocer and Baker

per-fec-

AServicfe based on the facilities
and experience gained during the
past forty years is extended by the

DANIEL

Fresh Cider

Member U. S. Federal ReserveBank

e

Vegas.

0

$1mOO

IKE OMlIS

THE CASH GROCER

court house vaults and remodeling
the offie ' of the county clerk.

To make room for the goods we have in our store room, we are ;
to offer everything in our store at cost cf price with the exception of a few articles where the manufacturer sets the price.
Every article is of the very best quality and workmanship not a
single article but what Is new and
go-in-

This Sa.le is for Cash Only.
SALE STARTS NOVEMBER 12th
SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY

PAGE FURNITURE & UNDERTAKING CO.
Phone Vegas 114

UNDERTAKERS
IN NEW MEXICO.

MODERATE

The Ladies of the Methodist church
will hold their annual bazaar Monday
November 16, in the same building on
Sixth street, where they held it last
year. Adv.
The commissioners of San Miguel
County continued their meeting at the
court house today. They discussed
work relative to the enlarging of the

SPECIAL SALE

FINEST EQUIPMENT

C0UN1Y
APPLES

BERNALILLO

big
passed through
Las Vegas. The occupants, John
Lorenzo Delgado, clerk of the
and Frank Augesky, are on their
of San Miguel, has issued a martheir
way from New York City to San
riage license to Juan Dragon, aged 21, Diego. The machine is covered with
both
and Apolonia Padilla, aged 17,
pennants of every description.
of Las

keep right with the FJSarket.

UP-TO-DA-

$1.75 per Box

to send a party to New England to
buy com. Indians attack and keep
the Dutchmen from presenting themselves, Henry alone escaping, reaches
the town as. a refugee and dare not
tell who he is. Priscilla is in trouble
with her people because she, an orphan, will not marry a son of a very
s.
forthputting matron, one Mistress
The two lovers have plenty of
adventures before they manage to get
away from peril. It is a desirable
feature offering.
Tonight only at the Browne theater.

raphy, without being absolutely
is ampiy effective and once or
twice it reaches artistic beauties, as
in the cave picture near the close
with the big camp fire going. The expedient of throwing in at start and
close of the pictures momentary
glimpses of Broadway as it is today
gives a wierd punch to it that people
will like the effect n one's nerves
is quite indescribable.
The plot brings the two young people together by making it necessary
for the governor pf New Amsterdam

tling in that place when it possessed
a population of only 1,200. He had
few dollars hut by scrupulously saving the wages he earned as a ranch
hand he was enabled to get tnougb
to enter the. stockraising business.
He prospered in this line, possessing
Francis E. Wood of lbuqutrque,
state deputy grand . knight of the at one time a farm of 50,000 acres.
He was heavily Interested in several
Knights of Columbus, today notified
irrigation
systems, chief among which
the Laa Vegas council of the order by
were
the
Bijou, Jules,burg, Empire,
telephone that he would be unable to
tribbe here tomorrow; evening to install Jackson and Riverside along the
utaries! of the South Platte river, the
the organization's new officers. Mr.
In southwest ColWood agreed to come up to Las Vegas Montezuma system
Eden
in Wyoming
the
orado,
system
for an installation on December 10.
and
north of
Camfieid
the
project
will
take
Accordingly t.he new officers
At
of
his
death
time
this
the
city.
their chairs tomorrow evening but
Mr. Camfieid was president of the
will not be installeduntU next month.
The social gathering, for the knights Farmers' Trust company of Greeley,
and their families, which was to have owner of the Camfieid hotel property
followed the ceremonies
tomorrow i and a large stockholder in the Home
Gaa and Electric company. He is
evening, also has been postponed. All
members are requested to attend to- survived by a widow, a eon, John, and
three daughters, Edna, Elizabeth and
morrow night's meeting.

uUR REMODELING SALE
will Continue Through November

Ot-to- n

dH(BM

1

Grand Junction Apples

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobhy, of course. Adv.

STEARINS'

311 Sixth St.

3

Royal

-

for these long evenings?
RED APPLES
SWEET CILER.
CHESNUTS the wormless kind
Then for breakfast
BR.OOKFIELD FARM SAUSAGE
Get them at

13

FANCY

,

NEWS

Burnt

tun

feature)
"Max's Money"

Girl"
Thanhouser

11, 1914.

steady lunging fullback, and Quarterback Roberts has been elected to the
leadership in his place. The "Y"
team will go into the game minus the
services of its two star tackles
Crimm and Donaldson. The coach of
the purple and white boys says that
his boys are working together better
than before the last game which the
Y. M. C. A., fellows won by such a
lopsided score. It is probable that Half
back Hoskins of Dowden's aggregation
will not line up with his team next
Saturday. This still further will add
to the chances of the Normalites to
"bring home the bacon." Whichever
way the final score goes, the spectators may be assured of a scrappy contest from the first whistle to tho final
call Of time.

EXTRA

horses were burned to death
or smothered in the fire which turn
ed the steamer Rembrandt back to this
port yesterday from her Journey from
Baltimore to France with more than
LOCAL
800 animals for the allied armies. The
a
with
out
guard
today
ship lay far
about her and further than the loss
Regular dance at F. B, hall tonight.
of the animals no Information was -- Adv." r
given out. Officials denied a report
that German agents aboard the ship
Cutler Brothers, Insurance. Northhad caused ihe damage.
west corner of Plaza. Adv.

When Miss Wilsson discovered the
WANTED
Clean cotton
loss of her watch she immediately
suspected the two men as they were Optic office.

We

St:

Bridge

TONIGHT

(2-re-el

HORSES ARE BURNED
Newport News, Va., Nov. 11.

NOVEMBER

MUTUAL THEATER

he-fo- re

At 3 o'clock this afternoon a complaint was sworn out by, Selma Wills-Boagainst Thurston II. Pratt and
Joe Butcher, charging the men with
stealing a gold watch and chain worth
about $25. It appears that Pratt and
Butcher, who arrived tni town a few
days ago, have been staying in a room
above the Montezuma restaurant owned by Mrs. Kate Wright By some
means, it is thought,,thoy obtained
possession of Mrs, Wright's pass key
and entered the room occupied by

WEDNESDAY,

PRICES

of
A hunting party consisting
"Hank" Seelinger, G. A. Almes, A. L.
Gump, C. N. Winstead and C. F. Alexander has returned from the country
around Glorieta. The party was looking for deer, but say that the country
is too dry for any successful shoot

--

knows there is no economy In
inferior food materials. In flour
particularly she kuows the best
is the cheapest That is why so
many up to the times women
use our flour exclusively. A
trial will tell you why in unmistakable terms. Order a sack to..
day.
Ask your grocer
Quill Flour.

for

Pure

ohe Las Vegas Roller Mills

IT COMES TO QUALITY IN MEATS WE HAVE THE
BEST, WE SELL AS CLOSE A3 POSSIBLE, ACCORDING TO
THE QUALITY. TO PROVE IT, TRY IT.

Gladys.
Mr. Camfieid was well known in
this city. A few years ago he under-tool-

USE MORE CARE

The postmaster general, in the
through the Camfieid DevelopPostoffice Daily Bulletin, is impresment company, to build what is
sing upon Postmasters
throughout
Nolette's barber shop will ake up the country the great necessity of dil- known as the Camfieid project, which
new quarters soon. It will occupy igence in the avoidance of mistakes would water 18,000 acres on the Las
Vegas grant In advance payment
the store which was formerly the
in the delivery of letters.
of the Singer Sewing Machine
The extreme care which must be he received a large number of acres
of tho land surrounding the dam.
people. Alterations are being rushed on exercised in handling mail so as to
the new location, which will be ready avoid errors Is made plain when it is After the work had proceeded for
some time Camfieid gave it upv claimunderstood that on an average of
by the end of this month.
that he had not funds sufficient
pieces of mail, are handled daily ing
to complete it He offered to give
At : the regular monthly meeting of n the East Las Vegas postoffice. In'
the board of directors of the Laa aoout zu per cent of these the writing back the land if the grant board would
refund to him $65,000 .he had spent
Vegas Commercial club, which will is difficult to decipher; in five perbe held tonight in the organization's cent it is almost unintelligible. Let on the work. At the time of his death
the land was being held in trust by D.
quarters in the Masonic building, it is ters are often found in the letter re-- (
declared likely that the matter of the ceptacle on which the name of th9 T. Hoskins, the local banker, pending
election of a secretary will be taken state has been omitted. Comparative- the result of the litigation
by the grant board for Its Recovup. The secretary is - elected by the ly, few pieces of mail give the box
The grant board is seeking also
ery.
directors, who are elected by the .number of the addressee. This is
to collect Camfield's $200,000 bond. It
membership of the club. Leo M. Tip- jtrue of both incoming and outgoing
was Intended, if the project were unton is the present incumbent of the
jinall. Notwithstanding these difflcul-- I dertaken
by another contractor, to setoffice. It Is understood that several ties, however, the present officials of
with Camfieid, according to the
tle
for
local
the
have
applications
secretaryship
postoffice are giving excel
(the
general opinion here.
been received.
lent service to its patrons.
Miss Bessie Earle, a member of the
chorus of the Mutt and Jeff company
that appeared at the Duncan opera
house last night, has been taken to
the Las Vegas hospital with a serious?
case of pneumonia. A physician is
in attendance. Miss Earle was. stricken with the illness last night and
was taken to the institution Her condition is serious, but
she is getting along nicely and it is
the opinion of those in charge of her
that she will recover. The remaining
30 members of the troupe left on train
No. 1 today for Santa Fe, where they
will appear tonight

AUTO STAGE

Automobile Btage line to Mora triweekly, Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
urday, leaving Murphey's corner 8 a.
m., arriving Mora 9:45 a. m. Leave
Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas 5:45 p.
m. Fare for round trip, $5; one way,
$3. Round trip tickets good for one
week. H. B. Hubbard, Prop. -

Hundreds of splendid values in furniture of all
rugs, stoves, and household goods
.You will never again have the

Normal has lost Captain

Robbs,

1915 GREAT MAJESTIC
STEEL RiHGE
ri

MAIN 379

Y

17m. llfeld
Lvidwig
Hardware

Everything

in

opportunity

of

such

prices, on so clean and complete a stock.

J.

C Johnsen &

Son

TIRES

CHARMING

im

For the best on the market today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything; needed for the auto.
Non-Ski- n

ALL WORK

GUARANTEES

DONE

AT OUH SHOP

FCH

ITS PEEFECTNESS
.di

.11.

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

3E

STORY OF

COLONIAL

TIMES

"when
broadway was a trail"
will be brown at the
VroW'ne

TUBES

ETHIG

S

COMING

y

GEE 7HE

PHONE

kinds,

A Shubert-Bradoffering of especial
WILL PLAY SATURDAY
"When Broadway
t& five-rea- l
merit,
The football game between the Y.
Was a Trail" gjoduction. This picM, C. A. and the Normal University,
ture was scheduled5 to be shown last
postponed from last Saturday, will take
but was postponed on account
night
place on Saturday of hls week. The

JUST,3 RECEIVED
THE GIMAF & IUYVMBD' CO.' STORE

throughout our store.

ing.

Alllis Heme Of The Best Of Everyticg Eatable
WHEN

floors

.

-

Tho Hflodorn Woman

We must have room on account of putting down new

and Furniture,

Next to Bridge,

of the Mutt and Jeff performance at
its the Duncan
opera house. The story
is an account of the love and adventures of a Puritan maid of Old Dan-ver- s
(Salem) and her lover, the hero,
a son of Governor Minuet of New
The acting, especially of the leading characters, la pleasing. Barbara
Tennant takes the part of Priscilla
the Puritan maid, and A. O. C.
Lund, himself the author Of the story,
playa Henry, Minuet, gon of the Dutch
governor. They are excellently wtll
supported, too, and the scenes they
adhere a bit too much to theatrical
convention in one or two p'aces are,
as a whole, filled with grace and
truthful human nature. The photog

J
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